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Student arrested for marijuana use in LLC
By LIS STEWART
staff writer

The USU Police Department
has been finding evidence of
marijuana use in the LLC and
other on-campus residences.
“Since Aug. 1, we have had
three arrests due to marijuana
on campus,” said Chief Steve
Mecham of USU Police.
Mecham said USU Police
investigated three incidents
where there was evidence of
illegal marijuana use. The
incidents happened in two different sections of on-campus
housing. Mecham said the
incidents were isolated from
each other.
A male student was
arrested on Oct. 8 for possession of marijuana in the
Living Learning Center
(LLC), Mecham said. Officers
responded to a report that a
room smelled like marijuana.
Since the LLC is designated as
a drug-free zone, the crime was
classifiead as a class A misdemeanor.
A friend of the individual
arrested and LLC resident,
said, “The police found two
stems. It was a $650 bail.”
Preventive measures have

MULTIPLE STUDENTS have been arrested on suspicion of marijuana possession since Aug. 1. Marijuana is known to cause respiratory
problems and expose users to infectious, fungal spores. Most calls to police concerning marijuana use are made by dorm residents and roommates who witness drug-related activities. MTC photo

been taken by the police in
past years to ensure that oncampus housing staff members
know how to recognize marijuana by sight and smell, and
what they should do so that
they can report it, Mecham
said.
“Where we have the opportunity we can do education,”

he said.
Capt. Steven Milne of USU
Police said such training,
which is usually done at the
beginning of the school year,
has been effective. A lot of
the calls reporting suspicious
activities, such as marijuana,
come from resident assistants in the dorms, he said.

Roommates also call to report
suspicions, he said.
Mecham said an arrest happened Aug. 17, the week before
fall semester began. The driver
of a vehicle was pulled over for
a traffic violation, and officers
found the driver to be in possession of marijuana. The driver surrendered the marijuana.

Meacham said there were no
indications of the driver being
high at the time.
Wasatch Hall has also had its
share of scrutiny by the police
in respect to marijuana use by
its residents.
While investigating a bike
theft on Sept. 29, Mecham
said, police found a marijuana

pipe. He said that incident was
investigated as well.
Milne said the amount of
marijuana activity reported to
police is not unusual compared
to previous years. Underage
alcohol consumption, he said,
is a larger problem.
“We know that drugs are out
there,” Milne said. “We see it
every year, and it is not on a
large-volume base compared to
the size of the university.”
According to the Drug
Enforcement Administration’s
Web site, chronic use of marijuana could lead to memory
loss, attention deficits and
impaired learning ability. This
is caused by the destruction of
certain molecules in the brain’s
arteries, called CB1 receptors,
when marijuana is consumed.
The Web site also states that
smoking marijuana can cause
respiratory problems similar
to tobacco use, and because the
plants are contaminated with a
variety of fungal spores, infectious organisms like molds and
fungi may be exposed to the
lungs.
Although USU officers have

- See POT, page 3

Candidate debate raises student-parking permit conflicts
By BENJAMIN WOOD
staff writer

Parking and landlord licensing dominated discussion as candidates for the Logan City Council met for a debate in preparation for next week’s city elections.
The debate, held Wednesday in the Taggart Student Center
(TSC) Ballroom, was part of USU’s Civic Awareness Week and
drew students, members of the community and mayoral candidates Randy Watts and Mike Morrill, who took advantage of
the opportunity to present their platforms.
The candidates – Holly Daines, Steven Stokes, Dean Quayle
and Tony Wegener – were allowed two minutes each to respond
to questions, a time that on some of the more heated issues
challenged the speaker to be concise.
Wegener was cut short while responding to a question regarding Logan’s recent decision to remove road-side parking strips
as part of a city beautification program. Wegener called the
city’s actions “tyrannical” and spoke of a lawsuit currently filed
that calls into question whether the city council acted legally in
regards to city ordinances.
“I thought it was unfortunate the way it was handled,”
Wegener said of the parking-strip removal.
Stokes criticized the beautification program also adding that
many residents a $200 permit to park in front of their homes on
city streets and called for a compromise in the form of allowing
residents wider driveways to accommodate more vehicles.
“Why should the government charge us $200 a year to park
on a street we (publicly) own?” Stokes said.
Daines and Quayle both voiced their support for the parkingstrip removal. Daines reminded those present that the strips
had always been city property and suggested that their removal
was a form of “golden-rule” policy.
“I would like to live next to a property that is attractive,”
Daines said. “I think it beautifies our city.”
Quayle said the city’s actions were a crucial step in preserving
the older parts of town.
“We cannot continue to let the inner city, the older parts,
deteriorate,” Quayle said. “Anything we do could be done better,
but we learn by doing.”
After a series of structured questions, the floor was opened
up to members of the audience with preference given to university students. Parking was presented again by Ericka Black, who
mentioned situations where backyards were paved to accommodate the loss of parking and asked the candidates whether city
beautification justified a disservice to residents.
Wegener responded that if elected, he would try to approach
such issues on a more individual basis.
“I would handle it a little more humanely,” Wegener said.
“You can’t apply a blanket ordinance to all the situations.”
Quayle agreed that often a one-size-fits-all approach presents
difficulties but added that many of the problems associated

Inside This Issue

with the parking removals stem from properties that were
Stokes said.
intended to be occupied by a singe family and have since been
Wegener echoed Stokes’ comments and added that there is
converted into multiple units.
already an existing ordinance, the Landlords Responsibilities
Daines also brought up the issue of rentOrdinance, that allows protection for tening, saying, “Landlords are making money,
ants and establishes standards for landlords.
they should be providing parking for their
He also said conducting inspections on
“There’s going to
tenants.”
roughly 5,000 units once every three years
be so many addiCandidates were asked for their opinion
would be a burden on the city.
on landlord licensing, legislation currently
Daines said many landlords, while not all,
tional fees that we
in the proposal stages in the city council
need
regulation and hopes that the licensing
can’t even name
that would impact apartment standards and
would increase the mechanisms for tenants
them all.”
inspection policies.
to raise concerns and hold the property ownStokes said he is not overly concerned
– Steven Stokes ers accountable for living standards.
about the proposed $25 per year landlord
“We require licenses for every other busicity council candidate
fee but is worried about possible fees in the
ness I can think of,” Daines said.
future, including a Good Landlord program
Quayle became somewhat emotional when
that would require higher annual fees as well
addressing the issue. In the form of speaking
per unit fees that would ultimately be passed on to renters.
to landlords, he said he would expect them to be comfortable
“It’s going to affect the bottom line,” Stokes said.
with their daughters and granddaughters living in the units
Later, Stokes said, “There’s going to be so many additional
they own.
fees that we can’t even name them all.”
“There is a problem in some areas and we need to do someStokes, a landlord himself, said students and other renters
thing about it,” Quayle said.
are capable of inspecting potential apartments themselves and
deciding on whether it is good environment in which to live.
- See LICENSING, page 3
“We don’t need another layer of government to do it for us,”

DEAN QUAYLE AND Tony Wegener address their future plans for Logan if they are to be elected into city council. As a landlord,
Stokes said he will oppose additional fees placed on apartment renters that may come up in future legislation. Quayle would like to see historic parts of Logan better preserved. ANI MIRZAKHANYAN photo
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah
Statesman is to correct any error
made as soon as possible. If you
find something you would like
clarified or find unfair, please
contact the editor at statesmaneditor@aggiemail.usu.edu

Celebs&People
NEW YORK (AP) — Sting
isn’t a religious man, but he says
President Barack Obama might
be a divine answer to the world’s
problems.
“In many
ways, he’s sent
from God,”
he joked in
an interview,
“because
the world’s a
mess.”
STING
But Sting is
serious in his belief that Obama
is the best leader to navigate the
world’s problems.
“I can’t think of anyone better qualified because of his background, his education, particularly in regard to Islam,” he said.

NewsBriefs
Utah teens cited
for McDonald’s rap
AMERICAN FORK (AP)
— A rap by four teenagers at a
McDonald’s has gotten them a
bad rap in one Utah city. The
teens were cited by American
Fork police earlier this week
for disorderly conduct after
they rapped their order at a
McDonald’s drive-through.
The teens said they were
imitating a popular video on
YouTube. They rapped their
order, which begins with, “I
need a double cheeseburger and
hold the lettuce ...” once quickly
before repeating it more slowly.

LateNiteHumor
David Letterman, Oct. 28,
2009 – Top 10 Questions On
The Northwest Airlines Pilot
Job Application.

10. How many sleep hours
have you logged while flying?
9. Do you have any flight
experience because if not,
that’s totally cool.
8. How many times have
you safely landed a plane in
a river?
7. Are you at the controls of
an airplane right now?
6. Are you a cop?
5. Do you have a good attorney?
4. Name the jet engine
that makes this sound:
Pssshhhhhheeewwwwwww!
3. Are you available for both
take-offs and landings?
2. Besides “using my laptop”
and “having a heated conversation” what other lame
excuses can you come up
with for falling asleep in the
cockpit and missing an airport by 150 miles?
1. Are you drunk right now?

Police seek shooter who wounded 2 in synagogue
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A gunman
shot and wounded two men in the parking garage of a North Hollywood synagogue Thursday, frightening worshippers who heard gunshots and screams
before the bleeding victims stumbled in
during morning services.
Authorities initially put Jewish
schools and temples on alert before saying the attack appeared to be isolated.
Police detained a 17-year-old high
school student near the temple because
he matched a “very loose” description
of the attacker, who was described as
a black man wearing a hoodie, Deputy
Police Chief Michel Moore said. They
later released the youth and said he is no
longer a suspect.
Mori Ben-Nissan, 38, and Allen
Lasry, 53, were shot in the legs in the
parking garage underneath the Adat
Yeshurun Valley Sephardic Orthodox
synagogue in the San Fernando Valley,
said police Detective Steve Castro. The
men, both synagogue members, arrived
in separate cars for the morning service
shortly before 6:30 a.m. and were in a
stairwell leading up to the synagogue
sanctuary when the gunman shot them
several times, police said.
The victims, who were hospitalized in
good condition, told police the attacker

SYNAGOGUE PARISHONERS huddle at the scene in Los Angeles where a gunman shot and wounded two men in the parking garage of a North Hollywood synagogue early Thursday. AP photo

did not speak, Moore said.
One worshipper, Yehuda Oz, said he
and about 14 others were praying in the
temple when they heard four gunshots
and screams from the parking area. Two
men stumbled into the temple, Oz said,
and people rushed to stop their bleeding.

No one saw the attacker, he said.
“Maybe it was crazy person,” Yehuda
told the Los Angeles Times. “Maybe he
was drugged up. Maybe it was a Jew. We
don’t know.”
Even as investigators tried to find
a motive, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa
and other officials moved to calm fears

that the attack was part of any organized
anti-Semitic violence.
“We certainly recognize the location
and we’re sensitive to that,” Moore said.
“But we do not know that this was a hate
crime at all.”
Police searched the area for several
hours but found no one. An alert that
sent extra police patrols to local Jewish
schools and synagogues was called off.
Initial security camera footage from
the synagogue shows the suspect but not
the shooting, and the quality is too poor
for investigators to identify the man,
Cmdr. Jorge Villegas said.
But Castro said detectives later found
more security cameras at the synagogue
and were reviewing those tapes for possible clues.
Castro said information showed different scenarios for a possible motive,
including a personal business dispute.
The attack occurred 10 miles from a
Jewish community center where white
supremacist Buford Furrow wounded
three children, a teenager and an adult,
in 1999. Furrow later killed a Filipino
letter carrier on another street, and is
serving a life sentence without chance of
parole.

Stimulus report overstated jobs by thousands
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Colorado company said
it created 4,231 jobs with the help of President Barack
Obama’s economic recovery plan. The real number:
fewer than 1,000.
A child care center in Florida said it saved 129 jobs with
the help of stimulus money. Instead, it gave pay raises to
its existing employees.
Elsewhere in the U.S., some jobs credited to the
stimulus program were counted two, three, four or even
more times.
The government has overstated by thousands the
number of jobs it has created or saved with federal contracts under the president’s $787 billion recovery program, according to an Associated Press review of data
released in the program’s first progress report.
The discrepancy raises questions about the reliability of a key benchmark the administration uses to gauge
the success of the stimulus. The errors could be magnified Friday when a much larger round of reports is
released. It is expected to show hundreds of thousands
of jobs repairing public housing, building schools,
repaving highways and keeping teachers on local payrolls.
The White House seized on an initial report from
a government oversight board weeks ago that claimed
federal contracts awarded to businesses under the recovery plan already had helped pay for more than 30,000
jobs. The administration said the number was evidence

that the stimulus program had exceeded early expectations toward reaching the president’s promise of creating or saving 3.5 million jobs by the end of next year.
But the 30,000 figure is overstated by thousands – at
the very least by nearly 5,000, or one in six, based on
AP’s limited review of some of the contracts – because
some federal agencies and recipients of the money
provided incorrect job counts. The review found some
counts were more than 10 times as high as the actual
number of jobs; some jobs were credited to stimulus
spending when, in fact, none were produced.
The White House says it is aware there are problems.
In an interview, Ed DeSeve, an Obama adviser helping
to oversee the stimulus program, said agencies have
been working with businesses that received the money
to correct mistakes. Other errors discovered by the public also will be corrected, he said.
“If there’s an error that was made, let’s get it fixed,”
DeSeve said.
Within minutes of the publication of AP’s story, the
White House released a statement that it said was the
“real facts” about how jobs were counted in the stimulus
data distributed two weeks ago. It said that had been
a test run of a small subset of data that had been subjected only to three days of reviews, that it had already
corrected “virtually all” the mistakes identified by the
AP and that the discovery of mistakes “does not provide
a statistically significant indication of the quality of the

full reporting that will come on Friday.”
The data partially reviewed by the AP for errors
included all the data presently available, representing all known federal contracts awarded to businesses
under the stimulus program. The figures being released
Friday include different categories of stimulus spending
by state governments, housing authorities, nonprofit
groups and other organizations.
As of early Thursday, on its recovery.org Web site,
the government was still citing 30,383 as the actual
number of jobs linked so far to stimulus spending,
despite the mistakes the White House has now acknowledged and said were being corrected.
There’s no evidence the White House sought to
inflate job numbers in the report, but the administration embraced the flawed figures the moment they were
released.
The figures released earlier this month claimed jobs
linked to roughly $16 billion in federal contracts, an
initial report on a small fraction of the total stimulus
program. DeSeve said federal officials had only a few
days to go through the data for errors before they were
made public.
While the thousands of overstated jobs represent
a tiny sliver of the overall economy, they represent a
significant percentage of the initial employment count
credited to the stimulus program. of how the jobs
should be counted.

Clinton scolds Pakistan over inaction on al-Qaida
ISLAMABAD (AP) — U.S. Secretary
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton chided
Pakistani officials Thursday for failing to
press the hunt for al-Qaida inside their
borders, suggesting they know where the
terror leaders are hiding.
American officials have long said that
al-Qaida mastermind Osama bin Laden
and senior lieutenants of the network
accused in the Sept. 11 attacks operate
out of the rugged terrain along the border with Afghanistan.
But Clinton’s unusually blunt comments went further in asserting that
Pakistan’s government has done too little
about it.
“I find it hard to believe that nobody
in your government knows where they

are and couldn’t get them if they really
wanted to,” Clinton said in an interview
with Pakistani journalists in Lahore.
“Maybe that’s the case. Maybe they’re not
gettable. I don’t know.”
There was no immediate reaction
from Pakistani officials, but the thrust
of Clinton’s comments were startling,
coming after months of lavish public
comments from her and other American
officials portraying Pakistan’s leaders as
finally receptive to the war against militants inside their own country.
As a political spouse, career public
official and recently as a diplomat,
Clinton has long showed a tendency
toward bluntness, sometimes followed
by a softening of her comments. But her

remarks about Pakistan’s lack of action
against al-Qaida comes at a particularly sensitive moment – amid a major
Pakistani offensive against militants and
a deadly spate of insurgent violence.
With Pakistan reeling from
Wednesday’s devastating bombing
that killed more than 100 people in
Peshawar, Clinton also engaged in an
intense give-and-take with students at
the Government College of Lahore. She
insisted that inaction by the government
would have ceded ground to terrorists.
“If you want to see your territory
shrink, that’s your choice,” she said, adding that she believed it would be a bad
choice.
Richard Holbrooke, the special U.S.

representative on Afghanistan and
Pakistan, told reporters that Clinton
planned to meet late Thursday with the
army chief, Gen. Ashfaq Parvez Kayani,
to get an update on the offensive that
began Oct. 17 against Taliban forces
in a portion of the tribal areas near the
Afghan border.
“We want to encourage them,”
Holbrooke said of the Pakistanis. “She
wants to get a firsthand account of the
military situation.”
During her hourlong appearance at
the college, Clinton stressed that a key
purpose of her trip was to reach out to
ordinary Pakistanis and urge a better
effort to bridge differences and improve
mutual understanding.
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Students’ papers presented in scholastic conference
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news assistant editor

Six USU English graduate students
presented their research papers at a
conference held in Snowbird amongst
a mix of professors and scholars of all
subjects, after being accepted into the
Rocky Mountain Modern Language
Association (RMMLA).
Their presentations were derived
from research done in class and
the results yielded material worthy
enough to be accepted into this
prestigious conference, said Susan
Nyikos, English department lecturer.
One of the graduate students,
Rebecca James, said the conference was “some sort of academic
Christmas.”
Two panels of USU graduates
– each composed of three students
– were organized for the conference
after Nyikos encouraged a class to
submit its research papers. She then
chaired one of the panels, Nyikos
said. Students from USU who presented at the conference were Nathan
Whipple, Allyson Jones, Melinda
Rich, Rebecca James, Jennifer
Bateman and Adam Floyd.
Jones, American studies graduate student, said not many panels
consisting of all graduate students
present their work at the conferences.
RMMLA and many other institutions
host these academic conferences in
locations all over the U.S., she said.
“It’s a good experience,” Jones said.
“It has helped me be to be less afraid
to share my work. It’s very intellectually stimulating.”
During the presentation session,
the panel sits at the front of the
room and each member is given 15
to 20 minutes to present their paper,
whether it be reading directly from it
or elaborating on the key ideas, Jones
said.

Pot: Police
detecting
location

asked the questions, “What did the
Native-American students do to rebel
against the system? And do institutions shape people today?”
James said she believes institutions
are still a factor in shaping and controlling people, one example being
“The Projects,” which are ultimately
an “epic failure.”
The three papers worked successfully with each other and professors
equipped the graduate students with
the speaking skills they needed in
preparation for the conference, James
said.
“It’s usually really intimidating,
but it’s so empowering to present this
really esoteric topic,” she said.
The graduate program encourages
its
students to go to the conferences
TOPICS ON U.S. Western culture were presented by six graduate students
because it’s imperative they create
whose papers were accepted by the RMMLA for its annual conference. Three of
the six students collaborated their research. A portion of the research expounded student-mentor relationships, James
upon the way Native Americans’ lives were changed after being controlled by white said.
Nyikos said it is good for students
settlers. Photo courtesy of the U.S. Library of Congress
to present in an environmental
was interested in looking at NativeAfter their presentation is comatmosphere because they are able
American schools with Michel
plete, other conference attendees are
to expose their work. It’s a way for
Foucault’s surveillance theory, which
free to ask the panel any questions
students to witness how meaningful
states that the
on the ideas pretheir topic is to others and is no lonway a building
“It’s usually really
sented.
ger research that “doesn’t matter,” she
is constructed
Jones said her
said. Nyikos encourages all students
intimidating but
shapes the
panel consisted of
to involve themselves in academic
it’s
so
empowerbehavior of the
Nathan Whipple,
conferences, even undergraduates
ing to present this
people utilizing
James and herself
who will have the opportunity to
it. She said she
because their
really esoteric
attend a conference at Weber State
then related this
research papers
schedule in the spring, she said.
topic.”
theory to the
were easily tied
Ph.D. programs view conference
Carlisle School
together and built
presentations, like the one hosted by
– Rebecca James established for
upon the others.
RMMLA, as an impressive resume
Americans feature for those applying, Nyikos
The papers were
graduate student Native
by white settlers. said.
initially written
Jones said her
for a class they
“This allows you to put your stuff
paper focused on Alice Fletcher, a
attended together.
out there and get yourself noticed,
woman known for alotting land to
Their research was based around
to promote yourself as a scholar, not
Native Americans. She tied points in
a book titled “Wind from an Enemy
only in your own university but in
her essay to the Dawes Act of 1887,
Sky,” by D’Arcy McNickle, which
the national academic circle,” Nyikos
which described the land allowed to
recounts the United States’ attempt
said.
Native Americans, she said.
to transform Native Americans
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
After the presentations were
into “white men,” James said. After
complete, James said the panel was
reading the book, James said she

Partying with the parties

-cont. from page 1
been able to make several
arrests, not all cases reported
have been closed. The smell
of marijuana burning near
the stairwell in one of the
LLC buildings was reported
and investigated Oct. 5, but
Mecham said the investigation is still open and they do
not have any leads. Whoever
caused the smell left the scene
by the time police arrived.
Reports of smells that turn
out to not be marijuana, but
were assumed as such, do happen, Milne said.
“We encourage (students) if
they think they find any illegal
activity to report it,” he said.
“A lot of times it may not be
actual drug use. We still appreciate those calls. Just give us a
call.”
– la.stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Briefs
Campus & Community

Director to discuss
classroom diversity
The Faculty Development and
Diversity Workshop series, sponsored by Utah State University’s
vice provost for faculty development and diversity, continues
Wednesday, Nov. 4, at 3:30 p.m. at
the University Inn Room 507 with
a lecture entitled Diversity Matters:
Why Attention to Diversity is Good
for Our Campus and Our Students,
presented by Susan Shaw of Oregon
State University.
Shaw is director of the
Difference, Power, and
Discrimination program, a faculty
development program that helps
teachers transform courses in their
disciplines around issues of diversity.
Shaw said the lecture will
examine research literature on the
benefits for students of diversity
initiatives on university campuses
and suggests ways universities can
make institutional commitments to
diversity.
In conjunction with the public
lecture, three workshops on improving the climate for diverse students
will be held Nov. 4-5. Those interested in attending the workshops
should RSVP by Nov. 2 to Melissa
Keller at melissa.keller@usu.edu.

Quintet will perform
Bach inspired concert

Logan Canyon Winds, USU’s faculty wind quintet in the department
of music, will perform Tuesday, Nov.
3, at 7:30 p.m. in the Performance
Hall (approximately 1090 E. 675
North Logan). The concert is presented by the music department and
the Caine School of the Arts.
The program, inspired by Bach,
features works either written by
Johann Sebastian Bach or based
on those by the most famous of all
Baroque composers. In addition to
regular ensemble members Leslie
Timmons (flute), Bonnie Schroeder
(oboe), Nicholas Morrison (clarinet), Steve Park (horn) and Carolyn
Bodily (bassoon), the quintet
is joined by guest pianist Mark
Neiwirth.
Neiwirth, adjunct piano professor from at Idaho State University
in Pocatello, has maintained a busy
career for the last 30 years as piano
soloist, concerto soloist, collaborative musician, studio teacher, lecturer, adjudicator and arts administrator. He served as chair of the
piano department for the Sun Valley
School of Music for six years and
has performed 36 different piano
concerts with orchestras throughout
the Northwest region.

Museum celebrates
Dia de los Muertos

Licensing:
Extra fees
unnecessary
-cont. from page 1
Other issues were
addressed at the debate. All
of the candidates agreed that
aspects of Logan’s infrastructure were aging and required
attention. In her closing
remarks, Daines emphasized
her goals of improving Logan’s
trail systems and dealing with
growth and development.
“The real issue we need to
deal with is the growth that’s
coming,” Daines said.
Quayle closed by expressing his appreciation for Logan
and his support of the current
city leadership.
“I think the city is on a
remarkable course,” Quayle
said. “We need to continue
that course.”
Stokes and Wegener spoke
of city growth but also
focused on change looking
forward past the election.

Page 3

CIVIC AWARENESS WEEK organized The Party Party, an opportunity for students with similar political views to join

and engage. Booths supporting the Republican and Democratic parties set up in the Sunburst Lounge of the TSC. TYLER LARSON
photo

Stokes stressed the need for the city
council to prioritize and Wegener
mentioned the need for improvement.
“Logan is moving ahead without
knowing what is on the books now,”
Wegener said. “The city needs to be
more responsive to citizens, more
friendly to new businesses and even
more friendly to existing businesses.”

As the last comment of the debate,
Daines urged voters to take a step
back in their decision of casting their
ballot.
“Look at the big picture, don’t just
focus on a few narrow issues in this
election,” Daines said.
Campaign debates continue at USU
as mayoral candidates Randy Watts

and Mike Morrill meet at 12:30 p.m.
Friday in the TSC Ballroom in preparation for the Nov. 3 election.
– b.c.wood@aggiemail.usu.edu

On Saturday, Oct. 31, the
USU Museum of Anthropology’s
“Saturdays at the Museum,” series
will celebrate Day of the Dead or
Dia de los Muertos. This Hispanic
holiday traces its origins back to the
Mexo-american Aztec culture.
Museum guests will have the
opportunity to participate in Day of
the Dead traditions and explore the
cultural meaning behind the holiday.
“Dia de los Meurtos is a centuries-old tradition that allows
people to remember the dead in
a positive way,” said USU student
and Saturday’s program planner
Deborah Neville. “It’s a great opportunity for us to honor and remember our loved ones.”
Visitors can decorate a sugar
skull, make a calaveras (dancing
skeleton) and collect traditional recipes. USU students and members of
the public are invited to participate
in the celebration at the museum
any time during the 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday hours.
The USU Museum of
Anthropology is on campus in the
south turret of Old Main, Room
252. Free parking is available in the
adjacent lot, south of the building.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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USU archaeologists prevent
erosion in Grand Canyon sites
By JP RODRIGUEZ
staff writer
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For more than a century, thousands of couples throughout Northern Utah
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USU archaeologists and geologists are part
of a team working to preserve historical sites
threatened by erosion in the Grand Canyon.
“The archaeological sites in Grand Canyon
National Park have got a problem with erosion,”
said Joel Pederson, geology professor at USU and
the primary investigator in the Grand Canyon
project.
Ken Cannon, professor in anthropology
at USU and director of Utah State University
Archaeological Services Inc. (USUAS), said every
time water is released from Glenn Canyon Dam,
erosion threatens important archaeological
sites. He said Pederson originally studied the
effects of erosion to the sites and helped develop
an index that identified the sites with the most
archaeological importance and the greatest
potential threat from water erosion.
Kim Spurr, a field archaeologist hired
for the project by USUAS, said the Bureau of
Reclamation (BoR) and National Park Service
(NPS) have identified 54 sites that fit the
criteria. She said the sites are located below
the height where water levels would reach in
the Grand Canyon if the Glenn Canyon Dam
released the maximun quantity of water possible, which was done only once.
“They are all Native American sites,” Cannon
said. “They are anywhere from isolated huntergatherer roasting pits, where they process plants
and animals to actual structures – Puebloan
structures – and different sites of occupation
down there that span several thousand years.”
She said the goal would be to excavate all
54 sites if possible but because of the logistical
problems involved in working in the Grand
Canyon, the team can only work on two to three
sites per trip, which adds to five or six sites per
year. In order to finish all sites, the project may
need to be extended beyond the current fiveyear period, she said.
Cannon said the team recently finished the
second of two annual trips down the Colorado
River in Grand Canyon National Park, where the
endangered sites are. He said the trip coming in
April will be the first one for USUAS, and the
goal is to excavate two large sites.
Spurr said the only way the team can get the
equipment to the sites is by rafting down the
Grand Canyon. She said some sites are close to
the shore, while others require a hike up difficult terrain, making logistical planning complex.
The trips are two to three weeks long,
Pederson said. As a geologist, he said most of
the information he gathers are observations and
descriptions brought out in field notebooks,
bringing back a few soil samples. He said his
goal is to reconstruct what the river looked like,
when the sites were in use.
The team usually includes two or three geomorphologists, like Pederson, and six to seven
archaeologists to excavate the sites, Spurr said.
Personnel from NPS accompanies the team,
including an interpretative ranger who explains
the work being done and the significance of
what archaeologist find to park tourists, she
said.
At one site, the team had about 200 tourists
in one day, because the NPS tells rafters where
the team will be working that day, she said.
Spurr said this helps people see what the NPS is
doing with their tax dollars.
Pederson, who studies geomorphology
– the changes in landscapes due to erosion
– studies the erosion to sites in the Grand
Canyon National Park downstream from the
Glen Canyon Dam. He said the BoR shifted its
approach from only studying the erosion to

gathering as much information as possible from
the sites to eventually try to solve part of the
erosion problems at the sites.
“We don’t know the exact linkages between
how the dam operates or the presence of the
dam and the erosion of these archaeological
sites,” Pederson said. “But in the meantime,
there are a bunch of archaeological sites getting
destroyed.”
Pederson said the project is a five-year contract between the BoR and USU, with USUAS as
a sub-contractor providing archaeologists to do
the field work.
Cannon said one exciting aspect is that several Native-American tribal entities are involved
in this project, such as the Hopi tribe, Hualapai
tribe, the Navajo Nation, the Zuni Pueblo, the
Kaibab Band of Paiute Indians and the Paiute
Indian Tribe of Utah. Other entities include the,
the NPS, the U.S. Geological Survey, Arizona
State Historic Preservation Office, and the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation.
Cannon said Ted Neff and Spurr, who are
independent archaeologists hired by USUAS for
the project, have worked in the southwest desert
for 20 years. Spurr and Neff have previously
work in excavations in the Grand Canyon for the
Museum of Northern Arizona, which is part of
the reason the pair was hired, he said.
Michael Berry, regional archaeologist for the
BoR, said his agency began the project to comply with federal law. He said his agency annually
spends $500,000 for the project.
The project is planned to last at least five
years and funds are approved each year, Berry
said. The BoR has responsibility for the dams
and reservoirs in the U.S., he said.
Pederson said the money is split between
USU archeology, geology, the NPS and for the
logistics.
“There is a federal law that states historic
sites, for example archaeological sites, need to
be preserved,” Pederson said. “If something
detrimental is happening to them, something
needs to be done.”
Cannon said Section 106 of the National
Historic Preservation Act requires archaeological surveys for projects involving federal money
or lands, where sites of archaeological importance could be impacted. USUAS provides services to private companies and federal agencies
to help them comply with the requirements of
the Section 106 process, he said.
“We have some very good archaeologist (at
USU),” Cannon said. “I personally have over 20
years experience working with hunter-gatherer
groups in the Southwest.”
Spurr said she is excited to work in the Grand
Canyon because no major studies in archeology have been done since the late 60’s. She said
modern techniques and equipment will allow
the team to test and investigate theories in ways
archaeologist and geologist could not imagine
40 years ago. She said the type of questions
archaeologists ask today are different as well.
“Our hope is to do a lot of the analysis and
processing of artifact and soil samples,” Cannon
said. “We hope the students are involved in this.
That is one of our major missions for setting up
USU Archaeological Services,” he said.
“For me, it is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to learn about the history of this river,”
Pederson said.
Students will have the opportunity to help in
the research and write papers on the work done
in the canyon and at the USU labs, Cannon said.
This project provides the opportunity to
work in the world’s most famous national park,
Pederson said, as access to these lands would
otherwise be difficult to obtain.
– jp.rodriguez@aggiemail.usu.edu
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USU ARCHAEOLOGISTS are working to preserve sites in the Grand Canyon, previously owned by
Native Americans. The research teams go on multiple trips to the Grand Canyon for two to three weeks
at a time collecting soil samples in hopes of solving the erosion issue. MCT Photo
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USU Cadaver Lab, the dead teach the living
By DELAYNE LOCKE
staff writer

At the entrance of USU’s Cadaver Lab hangs a
sign reading, “Mortui vivos docent,” which translated means, “The dead teach the living.”
The Cadaver Lab has been on campus for
45 years. Professor Andy Anderson, who is the
principle lecturer and premedical advisor at USU,
has worked in the lab for 26 years. The lab, which
houses seven cadavers used throughout the year,
was designed to offer both medical and non-medical students an educational experience unattainable through any other program at USU.
Anderson said the cadavers come from the
University of Utah, having died in areas of Salt
Lake Valley. This process is made possible through
the Body Donor program administered by the
University of Utah’s department of neurobiology.
Prior to their deaths, the donors fill out the
appropriate documents giving their permission to
be donated to the program. The law in Utah maintains that an individual must be 18 or married to
be able to be donated.
After the donors die and are requested by a lab,
they are picked up and embalmed. The embalming
process required for the bodies is different from
the process bodies intended for an immediate
funeral go through. Bodies prepared for funerals
are only meant to last three to four days, whereas
donated bodies are meant to be preserved for a
year.
However, some bodies intended for donation
cannot be accepted because of such things as
recent major surgery, autopsy, ascites, traumatic
accident, edema, obesity, jaundice or contagious
disease.
Anderson said at the end of one year the donated bodies are what the lab designates as “used up.”
“We try to get the maximum educational information out of the cadavers,” he said.
Chris Bowen, recent USU graduate and Cadaver
Lab assistant, said his involvement with the lab
pre-graduation helped him prepare for his future
career.
“I remember the very first time I walked into
the Cadaver Lab with anticipation and smelled the
formaldehyde and I was nervous, wondering if I
could handle this and be able to do this,” Bowen
said. “The first couple of weeks they start you off
with the skeletons and you learn the bones and
you’re not even exposed to the cadavers yet. You
really understand the world that we live in.”
Bowen said although working with cadavers is a
science, he feels it is more of an art.
In the lab each cadaver is used for what is called
a “display,” or a different purpose. Some bodies for
example, are used to display the muscles, the diges-

CHRIS BOWEN, USU CADAVER LAB assistant, unzips a one of the seven cadavers the lab uses for educational purposes. Throughout the year, both
USU students and high school students around the valley visit the lab. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

tive tract, the circulatory system and the brain.
When asked about some interesting things that
have happened in the lab over the years, Anderson
recalled this story: In past years, prior to their
deaths, donors had written a letter to the people
that would be working on them. One such letter
was written by a man named Boyd. Before his
death, Boyd wrote a letter, had it laminated and
strapped to his leg. The message was found after
the students opened his body bag. It was a nice letter, Anderson recalled. It stated his name and told
the students that he was an aircraft engineer who
helped design instruments for airplanes to be able
to fly in the dark. Boyd also wrote that he hoped
the students would enjoy dissecting him and,
above all else, be of good cheer.
In the lab it is requested that the students call
the body they are working on by its first name.
This adds a more personal level of respect and a
better connection between the student and the
cadaver as the teacher.

“Knowing more about them is a positive thing,”
Andy said.
At each cadaver table there is a small whiteboard that states the deceased’s name, age and
how he or she died. The lab maintains a high level
of respect for the bodies. No one is allowed to
make fun of the cadavers. The main purpose for
this is the development of the professionalism the
students will need in their medical careers when
working with the living.
After the lab has gained all it can from this
unique learning opportunity, the cadavers are
returned to the University of Utah where they are
cremated.
After cremation, the ashes are returned to
the families. If the families decide not to take the
ashes, they are put into a crypt grave that belongs
to the University of Utah. This crypt grave is located just north of the Capitol building. It has a tombstone that reads, “In memory of those who have
donated their bodies to advance medical education

and science.” At the grave site there is a memorial
service performed every Memorial Day. At this
event, medical students and families can pay their
respects.
When Anderson was asked about whether the
families were OK with this, he said, “The guiding
thing is the wishes of the donor.”
Hitting close to home, Anderson said he indeed
had already filled out the paperwork to become a
donor. The most common reason donors do this,
Anderson said, is because they want college students or medical students to learn on dead people,
so later on in their life and careers they do a better
job on people that are still alive, which he agreed
was a good ethical reason.
Anderson said working in the lab is extremely
rewarding. Thanks to the sacrifice of the people
who donate their own bodies for this cause, future
generations have the opportunity to learn from the
past.
– delayne.locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

(LEFT) TONY HOLDEN, Jason Olsen and Ray Olsen prepare their four-wheelers to go hunting in Lynn Valley. (Right) Cameron Beecher and Trevor Beecher pose with the deer after a successful opening weekend. photos courtesy of Tim Olsen

Deer hunting, an experience to be cherished

By TIM OLSEN
sports editor
Silently I sit on a sagebrush-covered hill in the predawn
morning. I strain to see into the ravine in front of me but nothing
stirs. It’s cold and my breath is easily visible.
Ordinarily, Saturday mornings are for sleeping, but this is no
ordinary Saturday. Today is the opening day of the deer hunt,
and I am a deer hunter.
In a highly religious area like Cache Valley, hunting is almost
a religion of its own. Family and friends gather – often from
across the country – once a year for an experience that is much
more than just being able to carry a gun and shoot something.
All hunters have that special spot they go. Sometimes it’s
family-owned property or sometimes public land but, regardless of where it is, it is a cherished site. My family has had
the same base of deer-hunting operations since well before I
arrived to this earth.
About an hour west of Snowville, located in the northwest
corner of the state, is Lynn Valley. There sits a near century old
homestead cabin built by my great grandparents. This small

cabin, the piece of land it sits on and some of the surrounding
area is where many great mid-Octobers are spent.
Deer hunting is not just an event, it is an experience. While
the experience does contain early mornings, lots of hiking and
plenty of frustration, there’s also a lot more to the experience.
Interaction off the mountain is just as important to the
deer-hunting experience as tracking animals through the sage.
Returning to camp for the night to sit around a campfire or
stove, eat some great food, play cards and swap stories are just
some of those events.
Similar to hunting locations, activities vary from camp to
camp. Flag football games, horseshoe tournaments and other
contests fill the time in between hunting excursions.
These activities, along with the hunting, serve as a chance to
reconnect with friends and family in a way that I have yet to find
in any other venue.
The hunt itself is also an amazing experience. The entire process of waking up early, getting people in the right position and
working the right draws and ravines is a constant chess match.
However, it is oh so fun to see a plan come together.
When I first started hunting, it seemed like everyone’s goal

was to help me get my deer. All the planning was made to get
me in position to get a shot and all the brushing was done in an
effort to push deer my way.
Now, 13 years into my hunting life, I get to help my nephews
the same way my brothers helped me. The heart-pounding
exhilaration that ran through my whole body made it hard to
steady my rifle – I now see those emotions in their eyes.
It’s situations like those that make deer hunting unique and
special. This year there were four generations of my family present in camp. Whether no one gets a deer or everyone does,
that time spent together is irreplaceable.
There are few things in my life – ask my wife – that take precedence over a fall weekend watching football. But the week
of the deer hunt, football and everything else takes a back seat
to that once-a-year experience.
This year’s hunt ended on a successful note as my brothers,
my nephew, my friends and myself all took a deer off the mountain. It was a great week and we’re already looking forward to
next October when we can gather again at the cabin.

– T.Olsen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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More oxygen makes for a better Howl
By APRIL ASHLAND
staff writer

The O2 Lounge from Salt Lake City is providing the oxygen bar for The Howl this year,
a novelty the event’s committee hopes will
draw people to the event.
Stephanie Baldwin, assistant director for
The Student Involvement Leadership Office,
said she heard about oxygen bars at Weber
State this summer.
Kevin Webb, graduate intern for student
involvement, said the idea to bring an oxygen
bar to The Howl came up during a brainstorm session. Webb is also overseeing the
logistics of The Howl.
Baldwin said the students picked the oxygen bar for an event, and so she did some
research. She talked to Jim Davis at The
Student Health and Wellness Center to make
sure the event would be safe.
“It’s pure oxygen, which is a necessity,” she
said. “It’s like being in a stuffy building for a
long time and then going outside and taking
a deep breath of fresh air.”
Baldwin said different fads cycle through
colleges, and oxygen bars is hot right now,
which makes it more affordable.
“Even if it’s not a huge hit, we won’t have
spent so much that it was a waste,” she said.
Baldwin said the O2 Lounge’s equipment

ERIC MOROSKI BREATHS IN OXYGEN through a tube at an oxygen bar at Uncle Sam’s Casino
in Cripple Creek. The oxygen is flavored by passing it through tubes of scented water. PHOTO BY PAT
SHANNAHAN/COLORADO SPRINGS GAZETTE (1999)

is completely sanitary, so there is no worry
about spreading H1N1 or the seasonal flu.
She said the company uses nasal cannulas,
or tubes that go into the nostrils, to dispense

the oxygen.
“The equipment is only used once and
then thrown away. It’s not used for more than
one person, and it’s replaced after each use,”

she said.
The draw of the oxygen bar is that the oxygen is flavored, Baldwin said.
“From what I’ve gathered from students,
you smell and taste the flavors, so it’s pretty
cool,” Baldwin said.
The oxygen bar isn’t the only thing new
about the Howl. This year, the event will have
more of a dark, Halloween feel, Baldwin said.
“Some of the students saw a trailer about
Tim Burton’s new stop-animation film,
“Alice in Wonderland.”
“It’s more dark and scary,” Baldwin said.
There will be more decoration this year,
Baldwin said.
The oxygen bar idea, along with the
theme, Unhinged Reality, is easy to market,
she said.
Baldwin said the committee is trying to
make The Howl better than years past, in
addition to an activity that will appeal to
USU students of all interests.
“There’s the oxygen bar, the Massive
Monkeys from America’s Best Dance Crew,
we have a mentalist and the Latter-day Saint
Student Association has carnival games
downstairs and they have some things from
the actual “Alice in Wonderland” original
movie,” Baldwin said.
“You can get anything you want at The
Howl,” Baldwin said.
– april.ashland@aggiemail.usu.edu

University’s justice project finds itself targeted
By JEFF LONG
Chicago Tribune (MCT)

CHICAGO – After spending three years investigating
the conviction of a Harvey,
Ill., man accused of killing a security guard with
a shotgun blast in 1978,
journalism students at
Northwestern University say
they have uncovered new evidence that proves his innocence.
Their efforts helped win a
new day in court for Anthony

McKinney, who has spent 31
years in prison for the slaying. But as they prepare for
that crucial hearing, prosecutors seem to have focused
on the students and teacher
who led the investigation for
the school’s internationally
acclaimed Innocence Project.
The Cook County state’s
attorney subpoenaed the
students’ grades, notes and
recordings of witness interviews, the class syllabus
and even e-mails they sent
to each other and to profes-

sor David Protess of the
university’s Medill School of
Journalism.
Northwestern has turned
over documents related to
on-the-record interviews
with witnesses that students
conducted, as well as copies of audio and videotapes,
Protess said.
But the school is fighting
the effort to get grades and
grading criteria, evaluations
of student performance,
expenses incurred during the
inquiry, the syllabus, e-mails

and unpublished student
memos, as well as interviews
not conducted on the record,
or where witnesses weren’t
willing to be recorded.
“I don’t think it’s any
of the state’s business to
know the state of mind of
my students,” Protess said.
“Prosecutors should be more
concerned with the wrongful conviction of Anthony
McKinney than with my students’ grades.”
Prosecutors declined to
discuss their request for
grade reports, but a spokeswoman said the subpoena is
about seeking truth in the
case.
“They have material that’s
relevant to the ongoing
investigation, and we should
be entitled to that information,” said spokeswoman
Sally Daly.
Don Craven, acting executive director of the Illinois
Press Association, said the
request seems harassing at
best, and at worst looks like
an attempt to discredit the
work done by the Innocence
Project to ferret out wrongful convictions.
“They’re either trying to
undermine the investigation,
or they’re trying to undermine the entire project,”
Craven said.
Turning over such a
wide range of information,
he said, would cripple the
Innocence Project’s ability to
get witnesses to cooperate in
the future. Richard O’Brien,
the lawyer representing
the university, said it’s an
unwarranted fishing expedition that focuses on the
messenger _ rather than on
the possibility that an innocent man has spent more
than three decades behind
bars. Prosecutors, he said,
“seem to be peeved” at the
Innocence Project for uncovering a wrongful conviction.
Former student Sarah
Forte said a prosecutor
implied to her that students
might have been pressured to find evidence that
McKinney was innocent or
else they would get poor
grades in the class.
“I think it’s frustrating and sad,” said Forte,
who graduated from
Northwestern in 2006. Her
journalism work at the
school inspired her to join
the Southern Center for
Human Rights, which conducts similar investigations.
Since the Innocence
Project was founded in 1999,
Protess and his students
have uncovered evidence that
helped free 11 innocent men,
according to a class Web site.
The cases included the
Ford Heights Four, exoner-

ated of the 1978 murders of
a suburban couple. Another
case centered on Anthony
Porter, who came within 50
hours of execution in 1998
before he won a reprieve.
Examination of the Porter
case by an investigative
reporting class taught by
Protess helped trigger the
Innocence Project’s creation.
Those investigations and
others spurred headlines
and policy changes. Former
Illinois Gov. George Ryan,
now serving time in federal prison on corruption
charges, had credited the
project’s investigations with
helping him decide to halt
executions in January 2000.
Before leaving office in 2003,
he granted clemency to all
death row inmates.
The project’s most recent
effort focuses on McKinney
and on a crime that happened Sept. 15, 1978.
Donald Lundahl, a security guard in south suburban
Harvey, was sitting in his car
about 9:30 p.m. when someone with a shotgun killed
him.
Later that evening, police
saw McKinney, 18, running
down the street near the
crime scene. He told them he
was fleeing gang members.
Initially held for questioning and released, McKinney
remained a prime suspect.
Another Harvey teenager
told police he saw McKinney
kill Lundahl. After a lengthy
interrogation, McKinney
signed a confession and was
charged with first-degree
murder.
The Innocence Project
began to examine the case in
October 2003 at the request
of McKinney’s younger
brother. The effort continued
over three academic years,
until June 2006.
In November 2008,
Protess laid out on the
Project’s Web site what his
students reportedly uncovered.
They tracked down the
witness who originally fingered McKinney for police.
He recanted his story in a
videotaped interview, saying police beat him until he
made up the details about
McKinney’s involvement,
according to the Web site.
The students also interviewed two admitted gang
members said to have chased
McKinney on the night of
the murder; they corroborated his story.
“Angry that Anthony
had recently damaged their
car, they admitted pursuing
him after a chance encounter,” Protess wrote on the
Project’s Web site.
Seven others who were

identified as witnesses told
the students about a man
who they said admitted years
ago to the killing. The students eventually tracked him
down.
In a videotaped interview,
the man said he was present
during the murder and that
McKinney was not there. The
reputed witness identified
two people he claimed were
the real killers, according to
the Innocence Project investigation.
Protess said his students
talked to one, now living in
Racine, Wis., who denied
involvement. The other,
jailed on an unrelated crime,
declined to talk to them.
In 2006, the students took
their findings to the Center
on Wrongful Convictions
at the Northwestern law
school’s Bluhm Legal Clinic.
A year ago, it filed a petition
on McKinney’s behalf for
a hearing in Cook County
Circuit Court.
The state’s attorney did
not seek to have the petition
dismissed and agreed that a
hearing should be held. So
far, a date has not been set. A
judge will decide whether the
evidence warrants a new trial
for McKinney.
Prosecutors argue in
court documents that they
need the school information
to make “an accurate assessment of witnesses’ credibility
and other essential issues,”
also saying that their own
investigation uncovered
credibility problems with the
people interviewed by the
students.
Because government
investigations are regulated
by strict ethical and disclosure guidelines, a full explanation of the school’s procedures is necessary to ensure
justice, prosecutors said in
court papers.
“Without full disclosure,
the potential for great abuse
will increase as private entities conduct their own investigations,” the court documents said.
Prosecutors also have
asserted that the Medill
students and their professor are not journalists and,
therefore, not protected
from revealing sources and
turning over notes under the
Illinois Reporter’s Privilege
Act.
It’s a contention that John
Lavine, dean of the journalism school, called false – and
irrelevant.
Said Lavine, “They took
reporting to the Nth degree.”
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Climbing, a way of life in Logan
By GREG BOYLES
assistant features editor

From a distance, the walls of Logan Canyon, peppered in oak and pine trees, offer a wondrous
spectacle, described as “The Last Unspoiled Place” in a book published by National Geographic; however, at the base of these walls is something much more profound – a lifestyle.
Rock climbing has been in Cache Valley as long as the sport has been around and, with
increasing community support and involvement, climbing has become permanently integrated
into Logan’s culture, said Seth Pritchard, local climber.
“Climbing is more of an activity and a lifestyle, not a sport,” he said. “Soccer is a sport, football is a sport, climbing is a life thing.”
Although the climbing lifestyle is one that varies in definition from person to
person, Pritchard described it as being the central thing in an individual’s life around
which all other things revolve. However, he acknowledged that such a deep love for
climbing isn’t necessary to be a great climber or involved in the lifestyle here in Logan.
Pritchard said Logan is a top spot to live for anyone remotely interested in climbing. Whether climbers seasoned vet looking for a great backyard to play in or
a young student looking for a fun extracurricular activity, Logan’s climbing
scene is one of the best.
“Logan Canyon is out-of-the-back-of-the-car climbing,” he said.
“People who love it will travel miles to climb, but (in Logan) the
people who just like it don’t have to travel.”
It is for this reason Pritchard believes Logan is one
of the best places for rock climbing. Many of the popular
climbing spots in the canyon offer extremely difficult
climbs for the top climbers just five feet across from
relatively easy climbs for the beginners and everything in between.
Another benefit to climbing
in Logan is the people, Pritchard said, who
described other highly revered climbing
areas outside of Logan he’s visited as
having a cut-throat mentality, where
the resident top-dogs create an

- See CLIMB, page 8

VALERIE ESPINOSA LEAD CLIMBS Cannon Ball, a rout at one of the more frequented climbing locations in Logan Canyon, Fucoidal Quartzite. Fucoidal is one of many locations in the canyon that sees visitors on a daily basis. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

A holiday classic returns
for a limited 3-D release

Everyone has those movies they
Nicholas
absolutely loved as a child. You know
Peterson
the ones you would watch almost
every single day for about a month
and finally put back on the movie
shelf? Well, “The Nightmare Before
Christmas” was, without a doubt, one
of those movies for me. You can bet
my mom would whip that VHS tape Grade Aout every October, and my broth- “The Nightmare
er and I would watch it clear until Before Christmas”
Christmas. I always knew my mom
was one smart lady, but I never realized she had such great taste in
films.
After seeing the re-creation of “The Nightmare Before Christmas,”
I was truly taken aback at how awesome this aging stop-motion film
was. You see, this movie really came out in 1993, back when I was
just a little guy who didn’t even know how to get to the movie theater, let alone appreciate the greatness of an incredible story about
Halloween and Christmas.
It’s now 16 years later, and the movie is being re-released for a
limited time for the Halloween season. This time around we get to
enjoy everything we did from the original, only in 3-D. I am also a lot
smarter and grown up this time around … I think.
Now I know some of you have to be catching onto this whole technique of every movie studio and its dog releasing its animated films in
3-D. I am here to tell you that although this may be a quick scheme
for some of these studio executives to rake in an extra million here or
there that is not the case for “The Nightmare Before Christmas.”
Whoever came up with the idea of taking Tim Burton’s classic
animated film and remastering it for a limited release deserves a big
bump in his or her paycheck. I mean, who doesn’t love to get into
the Halloween spirit by watching loads of scary movies and “The
Nightmare Before Christmas?” I also love nothing more than seeing all
these pre-teens in their “goth” stage coming into the theater. Seeing
those kids wear their Jack Skellington hoodies and black fingernail
polish really makes my heart that much warmer. I never really did
figure out why this movie had such a huge following from the tweens
always dressed in black.
Anyway, let’s get back to discussing more important issues like how
this weekend will be Halloween. Hopefully as an intelligent reader,
you have figured out by now that this is the reason I chose to review
this film. I want all of you to have your Halloween weekends to be
filled with more joy by seeing this movie.
I can promise those of you who have already seen this movie that
you will feel the same magic and more that came from the original
film. I mean it has been a few years since I have seen it, and I’m not
afraid to be honest and tell you that when that opening scene began,
my inner child may or may not have shed a joyful tear or two. The little
chubby faced Nick was so excited to see Jack the Pumpkin King fall in
love with the spirit of Christmas and his creepy stitched up girlfriend

Reel
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Sally.
Now if you’re asking, “Nick, what do I do if I’ve never seen ‘The
Nightmare Before Christmas?’ Will I still enjoy this 3-D version?” All I
can say to these readers is this: What is wrong with you?! You people
have been missing out on this for too long, and I insist you drag yourself on over to the theater and get a taste of this incredible film.
Nick’s Pick (DVD): Now I know “Land of the Lost” was considered
the first huge bomb of this past summer, but I have to say I really did
enjoy this film. It was funny from beginning to end, and I think Will
Ferrell was great in it. Just don’t expect anything too amazing, and I
think you’ll feel the same way.
– Nicholas.peterson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Illogical fears,
adapt or die

D

o you know that feeling? That sinking, lurching feeling? That feeling when you turn on the
garbage disposal and you hear mad clanking
and you realize a spoon is in the act of being chewed
into bits until you save it at the last second? That feeling.
Or when you pull a cake from the oven and it
slides out of your hands and you do everything in
your instinctual power to regain balance and keep it
from crashing onto the tile floor? That feeling.
Or when you walk up or down the stairs and you
think there is one less or one more step then there
actually is and you stumble because your automatic
motor predictions were wrong? That feeling.
That exact feeling. That awful, sinking, lurching
feeling. Know it?
It usually only lasts for half a second but, woof, is
it an intense emotion or what. It is the split second
when fate is uncontrollable and leaves you to react
with raw reflexes, showing human nature and potential at its best. Save the spoon or suffer the consequences. Act quickly or be doomed. Adapt or die.
In a more long-term sense, sometimes we, as
human beings, are apt to worry about things that do
not make sense. We are filled with impractical fears
and horrors that create everlastingly awful, sinking,
lurching feelings in our guts. We never question our
fears, because to even flirt with such fallacious dangers would be insanely nerve wracking, so we end
up living overly cautious lives. Allow me to illustrate
my wordy, befuddled definition with three palpable
examples of illogical fears.
1) The fear of removing hardware unsafely from a
computer.
Misconstrued misconception: Human electrocution or utter destruction upon a laptop will occur if a
zip drive is yanked from the beast without waiting for
a box on the screen to tell the yanker it is OK.
Gasp moment: One momentous day in my personal history I pulled my zip drive out of my laptop
without clicking on the appropriate place on my
monitor.
Epiphany: After worrying relentlessly and sickly
about losing my sacredly saved documents, I plugged
Mr. Zippy back into his home and found that my
fear was unfounded. Every file remained intact and
continues to remain intact as I exercise the scientific
method and repeat the procedure infinitely.
2) The fear of leaving your cell phone turned on
during a commercial flight.

- See FEAR, page 8
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Fear: Misconstrued misconceptions
-continued from page 7
Misconstrued misconception: It is common knowledge that
a cell phone must be turned off at all times when an airplane is
zooming in the air. If it is left on, every life aboard the aircraft
will be jeopardized with peril due to invisible radar interferences that will cause the plane to crash and burst into engulfing
flames.
Gasp moment: After one flight, as I stepped off the plane, I
noticed that I had a few missed calls on my cell. Oh Minerva. I
had left it on during the flight.
Epiphany: I was still alive. Nothing extreme happened.
Therefore, flight attendants must have subversive reasons,
known to no man, about the keep-cell-phones-turned-off
rule.
3) The fear of putting the wrong item into a recycling bin.
Misconstrued misconception: Thousands of recycling plants
worldwide will be contaminated if I, horror of horrors, put a
Styrofoam cup into a plastic bin. I get so flustered trying to
decide if my waste is paper or plastic or glass or cardboard
or mixed or carbon fiber or radioactive or wutevah, that I usually resort to the nonjudgmental wastebasket to dispose of
my junk. Mr. Wastebasket is no respecter of trash. He will not
flinch if you throw vague items into him.
Gasp moment: I was in The Hub slurping some soda pop,
which, by the way, is not a Be Well option, and I tossed my
paperish cup into an appropriately indicated recycling receptacle, along with a purely plastic straw, which is about as unpaper
as you can get. When I realized I had follied, I flipped.
Epiphany: There was no nuclear explosion, no siren, no
headline in the morning paper, no nothin’. Not even an awful,
sinking, lurching feeling. Just a whoops-oh-well sort of feeling.
A life-marches-on sort of feeling.
Readers, I challenge you this Halloween,
to do that unthinkable thing you have
never dared to do, that thing that you
are scared out of your wits to do, that
thing that gives you the heebie-jeebies just thinking about doing. Gird
up your loins and be a martyr for
your fear. You will probably be disappointed concerning the outcome of
your bravery and, for this, I apologize.
But at least it will be done, and
you will finally know what it is all
about.
Melissa Condie is a senior
majoring in music education. Her column will appear
here weekly. Contact her at
m.condie@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Climb: Rock Haus offers indoor climbing
-continued from page 7
overly competitive environment nonclimbers and those interested in tryconducive to new climbers. Logan,
ing climbing for the first time could
Pritchard said, is not like that.
come together in one location.
“I think how good the climbing
“The climbing community here
scene is here has a lot to do with the
is getting really strong. When I first
area,” he said. “Everyone is so friendly
moved to town there was a big riff
here. Logan has that small town feel,
between people who are learning to
and everyone knows a climber, and
climb and the experienced climbeveryone gets into climbing.”
ers,” Berrett said. “That’s one of my
Cameron Davis, a local climber,
favorite thing about (the Rock Haus),
agreed with Pritchard about Logan,
helping to build the climbing comsaying the majority of climbers, espemunity.”
cially the high-end climbers, are not
As an indoor climbing gym, the
only going to be welcoming of new
Rock Haus offers a large bouldering
climbers, they’ll occasionally take
area – a room filled with 10-foot
a new climber under their wing to
high walls surrounded by pads – a
ensure they have the best climbing
large section for top roping and an
experience possible.
area dedicated to lead climbing.
“Most of the hardcore climbers in
Berrett said indoor climbing is
the area are going to be understanding
similar and at the same time differand laid back,” Davis said. “They just
ent from climbing outdoors.
want to get out and have a good time.”
“Definitely indoor climbing is a
Davis said although Logan does
bit safer. The routes are easier to find
have a few overly competitive climbers
and there are a lot of routes right by
who have a bad attitude toward new
each other,” he said. “Gyms in my
climbers and see every day on the wall
opinion are more of a training facilas a competition, for the most part
ity: You have ability to climb hard,
Logan climbers are just trying to have
hard stuff and not be overly dangerfun.
ous about it.”
TYLER CHESTER CLIMBS while Matt Horton belays
“If you’re not climbing to have fun,
Berrett
said while there is a large
at the Rock Haus, Logan’s indoor climbing gym. STEVE
you’re doing it the wrong way,” he said. SELLERS photo
local population that calls the Haus
Pritchard said that in addition to a
home, a large part of its business comes
only 10 to 20 minutes away from world-class
friendly bunch of top-notch climbers who
from the student population, and if it weren’t
climbing, he said.
strive to make climbing a fun, community
for them, the Rock Haus may not be as sucHowever, Logan’s great climbing scene
activity, the vast amount of college students
cessful as it is. Berrett went on to say how
doesn’t leave off at the mouth of the canyon.
feeds the growing ranks of Cache Valley
much he enjoys the influx of students, many
Both Pritchard and Davis said a great alterna- of which are first- and second-time climbers
climbers.
tive to the outdoor adventure Logan Canyon
“The amount of climbers here has a lot to
because they bring an energy and excitement
do with the college kids who have this mental- offers is the indoor experience of the Rock
to the gym that only first time climbers can
Haus, Logan’s very own climbing gym.
ity of, ‘I want to climb and I want to take my
bring.
The Rock Haus opened in March 2006 by
friends climbing and I want all my friends to
“We really do like beginner climbers, which
Trevor Berrett, who’s passion for climbing led isn’t always the case with gyms,” he said. “I
be climbers.’ It’s crazy how many people get
him to open the gym in Logan. Berrett said
into climbing every season,” he said.
like the energy that comes with new climbers.
he opened the Haus in hopes of strengthenDavis, who is a student at USU, said one of
They enjoy it for the right reasons.”
ing the climbing community in the valley,
the great appeals about climbing in Logan
– greg.boyles@aggiemail.usu.edu
Canyon is how close it is. Students are always which meant providing a place where veteran

Book offers an insider’s view to the
phenomenon of Harry Potter fanaticism
Most of you have seen the Harry ous about how it became such an exploPotter movies. Many of you have read sive phenomenon is Anelli’s ability to tell
all seven books in the series, some of everyone’s story. She didn’t just interview
you several times over. But if you haven’t all of her friends who love the books as
heard of wizard rock or the Harry Potter much as she does, she gathered her inforAlliance, “Harry, A History” will introduce mation from sources like Rowling’s assisyou to the muggles who’ve made it a tant, people connected with the films,
phenomenon. The book is an insider’s people who haven’t read or don’t like
account of the massive
the books, such as Mallory,
fan community surroundChelsey and fans who do love Harry
ing the best selling Harry
as much as she does,
Gensel Potter
Potter books and made
but whom she didn’t know
the New York Times Best
well beforehand.
Seller’s List itself when it
This community of
hit shelves last winter.
people Anelli is both tellAuthor Melissa Anelli
ing of and talking to has
has worked with Scholastic
accomplished a great deal –
to run a popular fan Web Grade B+
nationwide charity projects,
site and produced pod- “Harry, A History”
guitar-smashing concert
casts and even interviewed
performances and surviving
J.K. Rowling herself. She has organized a threat of lawsuit from Warner Bros. are
the book so it tells her story: becoming a just a few.
fan of the books and then getting more
Those who have waited in line for
and more involved (or, rather, obsessed) hours for a midnight premiere or avoided
and what led her up to the point of writing the Internet so as to not come across any
a book about her experience.
spoiler understand it, and this book allows
However, “Harry, A History” doesn’t us to relive it and gain perspective on
only document Anelli’s experience, it also what it was like for everyone around the
documents the intersecting paths of doz- world doing the same thing. But those
ens of other fans, young and old, as well as midnight book releases are over, and that
those directly involved in the production appears to me a huge motivating factor
of the Potter books and films. She even for this book. Even though the series has
got an interview with the infamous Laura ended, Anelli set out to prove that the fan
Mallory, a Georgian mother and activist community with its musicians and artists
who garnered international attention for and writers and annual conventions are
her campaign to have the books banned. not going anywhere.
What makes this book so essential for
She is trying to tell the world, and the
anyone who likes Harry Potter or is curi- fan community at large, that it’s not over

Book

Review

because everything we, as readers, have
put into it – all of the friends we have
made and conversation shared – is bigger than that. The story that “Harry, A
History” tells is really the history of Harry’s
world becoming a part of ours.
“Harry, A History” is appropriate for
any reader from middle-school age up
and features a photo insert, extensive
notes and bibliography and a foreword by
J.K. Rowling.
– pulcre.puella@gmail.com
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MEN’S BASKETBALL

TouchBase
Top 25

Ags peform well
in Blue-White
scrimmage

1. Kansas (27) 0-0 770
2. MSU (3)
0-0 732
3. Texas
0-0 676
4. UNC (1)
0-0 653
5. Kentucky
0-0 635
6. Villanova
0-0 620
7. Purdue
0-0 586
8. Duke
0-0 528
9. West Virginia 0-0 501
10. Butler
0-0 408
11. Tennessee
0-0 406
12. California
0-0 370
13. Washington 0-0 364
14. Connecticut 0-0 361
15. Michigan
0-0 279
16. Oklahoma
0-0 244
17. Ohio State
0-0 241
18. Minnesota
0-0 151
19. Miss. State
0-0 149
20. Georgia Tech 0-0 136
21. Georgetown 0-0 134
22. Dayton
0-0 130
23. Louisville
0-0 123
24. Clemson
0-0 114
25. Syracuse
0-0 111
Others receiving votes:
Maryland 100, Illinois
83, Siena 72, UCLA 59,
Vanderbilt 38, Oklahoma
State 29, Missouri 28,
Xavier 25, Gonzaga 24,
Notre Dame 22, USC 22,
Pittsburgh 19, Tulsa 17,
Kansas State 16, Brigham
Young 16, Florida State 15,
Florida 13, Wake Forest
13, San Diego State 8,
Creighton 7, Boston College
4, Texas A&M 4, Southern
Illinois 3, Utah State
3, Cornell 3, Memphis 3.

By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

Less than two weeks after official practices started, the 200910 USU men’s basketball team showed the Aggie faithful a little
preview of what this season has in store during the annual Blue
and White scrimmage Wednesday night.
Aggie head coach Stew Morrill, his assistant coaches and the
players ran through two 10-minute halfs, allowing the approximately 3,000 fans the opportunity to welcome back their favorite
players from last season and get acquainted with this year’s new
Aggies.
Junior forward Tai Wesley led the scrimmage in scoring with
13 points. He was followed by junior college transfer guard Brian
Green and, crowd favorite, sophomore forward Brady Jardine,
who both had 12 points.
Wesley was 4-of-6 from the field and 5-of-5 from the freethrow line. He also tallied one rebound and a team-high four
assists. Jardine led the Aggies with four rebounds, three coming
from the defensive side and one coming from the offensive side of
the ball. His 12 points came on 6-of-7 shooting.
“Brady gives us some real athleticism,” Morrill said. “He’s a
high flyer, we just have to continue to get his skills improved.”
Green’s scored all 12 of his points in the second half – all on 3point shots. He shot 80 percent on the night, making four straight
3-pointers.
“Brian’s going to play a lot right now, and he’s loving it,”
Morrill said. “I expect him to do what he does, he’s a tough, hardnose, competitive guy ... and he’s a knock-down shooter as you
saw. We have to get him better defensively, and we need to get
him to learn everything but he’s going to bring something to the
table. We’re excited we got Brian here this year.”
Freshman guard Preston Medlin went 3-for-5 shooting,
including 2-of-4 from 3-point range for eight points.
Jaxon Myaer, who underwent surgery on a bone in his face
during the off-season, had three assists to only one turnover but
finished 0-of-3 from the field.
“As long as he wears his Halloween mask he’ll be good to go,”
Morrill said.
Pooh Williams recently had surgery on his foot to fix a prestress fracture and won’t be playing until December but was
introduced to the crowd who greeted him with one of its loudest
ovations.
The team shot 93 percent from the free-throw line (14-of-15),
58 percent from the field (28-of-48) and 40 percent from behind
the arc (6-of-15).
Utah State hits the Spectrum floor again Friday in its first
exhibition of the season against Northwest Nazarene at 7 p.m.
“It’ll be good for us to bang someone else besides each other,”
Morrill said. “We’re getting tired of beating on each other.”
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu

Men receiving
votes in first
coaches poll
BY USU ATHLETICS

USU JUNIOR FORWARD TAI WESLEY, 42, goes over fellow forward Matt Formisano, 44, during the Aggies Blue-and-White scrimmage Wednesday night. PATRICK ODEN photo

VOLLEYBALL

USU’S LIZ MCARTHUR, 18, returns a ball during the Aggies victory of Louisiana Tech Thursday
night. McArthur set a new school-record with 25 kills. PATRICK ODEN photo

Aggies get back on
track against La. Tech
By CONNOR JONES
sports senior writer

After losing eight consecutive sets, the Aggie volleyball team
returned to the Spectrum with authority, wiping out conference
foe Louisiana Tech in three-straight sets (25-19, 31-29, 25-16)
Thursday. Utah State is now 4-7 in WAC play and 13-11 on the
season while Louisiana Tech sits at 14-13 on the season and 4-7 in
conference play.
When these two teams met last month in Ruston, Louis. for
the first WAC game of the year, USU lost in five sets. The first
meeting’s loss was the first time a Utah State squad had lost to
Louisiana Tech, after last night’s game the Aggies are now 9-1 alltime and 5-0 at home against the Lady Techsters.
Junior libero Christine Morrill, tied the USU record for digs
in a three set match with 20 and had a team-high two service
aces. Sophomore outside hitter, Liz McArthur broke one schoolrecord and tied another for a three set match with 25 kills – the
previous record holder was former USU All-American Amanda
Nielsen, who had 24 kills against Idaho in 2007 – and tied the
Nielsen’s 2007 record for the most attempts in three sets with 54.
McAthur’s 25 kills was also a career-best. She had a .296 hitting
percentage on the night (25-9-54).
Following McArthur in kills was junior middle blocker,
Shantell Durrant who had 11 kills and no errors on 15 attempts
for a .733 hitting percentage. Durrant’s 11 kills tied her careerhigh and her four block-assists led the Aggies for the night.
The career-night continued for the Aggies with junior setter
Chelsea Fowles matching her career-high with 13 digs, she also
had 44 assists.
“Chelsea did a real nice job setting the right people at the right
time,” said USU head coach Grayson Dubose. “She made some
really, really good decisions tonight.”
USU went into the first match hot, going up 11-3 before capturing the first set, 25-19. USU outhit the Lady Techsters .372 to

- See SWEEP, page 11

Utah State’s men’s
basketball team is ranked
48th in the country according to the first ESPN/USA
Today coaches poll that was
released Thursday.
The Aggies received
three Top 25 votes, joining
Southern Illinois, Cornell,
Memphis and Mississippi.
Kansas is ranked No. 1 in
the country, while in-state
rival BYU received 16 votes
and is tied with Kansas State
for 39th.
Utah State is picked to
win the Western Athletic
Conference, according to
both the league’s coaches
and media.
Utah State returns four
starters (Tyler Newbold,
Jared Quayle, Tai Wesley,
Pooh Williams) and seven
letterwinners from last year’s
team that set a school record
for wins as it went 30-5 overall and claimed its secondstraight WAC regular season
championship with a 14-2
league mark.

Hockey club to
sell discount
tickets Friday
The USU hockey team
will be selling tickets to
Friday night’s game against
Weber State from nine a.m.
to four p.m. in the Hub on
Friday.
Students who buy their
tickets early in the Hub will
receive them at a discounted
rate, $3 instead of $4, and be
entered to win USU hockey
season tickets.
The Aggies take the ice
against rival Weber State at 7
p.m. in the Eccles Ice Arena.
In USU’s last game against
Weber, the Aggies won in
overtime, 9-8, on the Ogden
Ice Sheet.
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FOOTBALL

CORNERBACK CHRIS RANDLE, 7, tries to tackle Nevada wide receiver Brandon Wimberly during the Aggies 35-32 loss to the
Wolf Pack. The Aggie defense will have to make sure and wrap up this week as USU takes on the nations leading rusher in Fresno State’s
Ryan Mathews. Mathews is averaging 167 yards per game on the ground. PATRICK ODEN photo

Ags preparing for No. 1 rusher
By G. CHRISTOPHER TERRY
assistant sports editor

As if wrangling with running backs
like Utah’s Matt Asiata, BYU’s Harvey
Unga and Nevada’s full house backfield
weren’t enough, Utah State must now
take on the nation’s leading rusher.
All Fresno State’s Ryan Mathews has
done this year is pick up 167 yards per
game, and average 7.25 yards per carry.
USU head coach Gary Andersen said
Mathews is the best runner his team has
faced this year.
“He has an unbelievable mix of great
speed and power, and the other thing
he has is great vision,” Andersen said.
“We’ve played some guys that have been
fast and some guys that have been physical, but he’s fast, physical and he has
great vision.”
Tasked with stopping – or at least
containing – Mathews is an Aggie rush
defense that has been exploited (a kind
way of saying they’re ranked 109 out of
120 FBS teams against the run) at times,
and now enters Saturday’s game minus
three of its top defenders: safety James
Brindley, cornerback Kejon Murphy, and
linebacker Paul Igoeli. Brindley is an
instinctive defender who Aggie defensive
coordinator Bill Busch calls the best at
his position in the WAC. Murphy is Utah
State’s top cover corner, and Igboeli has
been the vocal leader of the defense for
the past three years.

Walter McClenton stepped up in place
of Brindley and led the defense with 14
tackles against Lousiana Tech last week,
as well as forcing a fumble. A strong
showing by the Aggie defense against
Fresno State’s physical offense will
require another strong showing from
McClenton.
With Mathews’ getting all the headlines, Fresno quarterback Ryan Colbourn
is an afterthought coming into this
game. He completes 58 percent of his
passes, and that’s with play-action to
Mathews as his best friend, but with half
of USU’s starting secondary watching
this game from the sideline, Colbourn
will get a great chance to improve on his
No. 90 ranking. Like USU, Fresno State
has played a brutal out-of-conference
schedule this year. A loss at Wisconsin
came in overtime, and No. 8 Cincinatti
nipped the Bulldogs 28-20. Fresno was
also strafed 51-34 by Boise State and the
nation’s leading passer Kellen Moore.
Most recently, the Bulldogs hammered
New Mexico State, 34-3.
“They’re playing extremely well,”
Andersen said. “Probably even more
impressive is who they’ve lost to. They’ve
lost to Cincinatti, Boise State and
Wisconsin in overtime, so this is a very
good football team. They’re a powerful,
strong team. We’ll have to be on our A
game against the leading rusher in the
country. They’re playing very well on
both sides of the ball and their special

teams has been good for years.”
If USU is unable to hold the Bulldogs
offense, currently ranked No. 9 in the
country, in check, then the pressure will
fall on USU’s own No. 25 ranked offense
to light up the scoreboard in Bulldog
Stadium. Aggie quarterback Diondre
Borel, however, is confident.
“They’ve got a good defensive front
and their secondary is pretty fast,” Borel
said. “They’re a fast defense overall but
it’s nothing that we can’t handle.”
Borel has been intercepted only once
this year, but leading the defense that
will try to raise that figure is athletic
defense end Chris Carter. The junior has
four sacks, all of which have come on
the road. Aggie tackles Spencer Johnson
and Tariq Polley will look to continue
that trend Saturday in the San Fernando
Valley.
It’s yet another road game for
Andersen’s road warriors, who play seven
games away from Logan versus only five
in Romney Stadium. Andersen credits his team’s preparation for its solid
– though winless – performances away
from home this year.
“I think that the way we prepare helps
us,” Andersen said. “It doesn’t matter if
we’re at home or on the road, we prepare
exactly the same. I think that’s been a
positive for the kids.”
– graham.terry@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Question 1: Have you addressed the recent tragic stabbing of Uconn cornerback Jasper Howard with your
team? – Meghan Dolny, Junior, FCHD
Coach Andersen: “No, we haven’t talked about it as a team.
These kids are very aware of the whole situation. But no, as far
as discussing the whole thing with the team.”
Question 2: What is your favorite book? – Ben Porter,
Freshman, Undeclared
Coach Andersen: “My favorite book? I’m not a big reader,
but right now I’m reading “Season on the Brink,” about Bobby
Knight. It’s a very, very good book and I’m reading it right
now so today that would be my favorite book.”
Question 3: I noticed your hair was considerably shorter
than last game. Was it a statement to your team or just
another haircut? – Will Baird, Senior, Food Science
Coach Andersen: “Well, the truth of the story is, we were

at practice. Kellen Bartlett, his hair looked horrible. I just
thought he looked absolutely horrible. So I challenged him,
I said, ‘If I shave my hair I’d like you to shave yours.’ He
said, ‘I’ll do that because I know you’ll never do it.’ So I had
(Director of Football Operations Steve) Mathis get the clippers, and I shaved my head at practice, and Kellen shaved his.
I got a shaved head out of it. Kellen looks a lot
better, at least according to my wife.”
If you would like to ask USU head
football coach Gary Andersen a
question about the Aggies’
previous game or upcoming
matchup, please e-mail your
questions along with your year
and major to statesmansports@
aggiemail.usu.edu each week by
Wednesday at 4 p.m.
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Yanks beat Phillies
to even series, 1-1.
NEW YORK (AP) – Mark Teixeira
and Hideki Matsui shook the New York
Yankees from their lumber slumber and
sent the World Series to Philadelphia all
tied up.
Teixeira and Matsui hit solo homers
off familiar foe Pedro Martinez, backing a sharp performance by A.J. Burnett
and giving the Yankees a 3-1 victory over
the Philadelphia Phillies in Game 2 on
Thursday night.
“Every game in the World Series is a
must win,” Teixeira said. “After yesterday, getting a win today was big.”
A night after getting stopped by
Cliff Lee in the opener 6-1, the Yanks
bounced back from an early deficit and
won in the Series for the first time since
taking a 2-1 lead against Florida in 2003.
After a day off, Game 3 will be at
Philadelphia on Saturday night. The
Phillies had been hoping for more than
a split but were content.
“I guess I’ll have to be,” manager
Charlie Manuel said.
Light-hitting Matt Stairs put the
Phillies on top with an RBI single in
the second. Burnett then used a biting
curveball to keep Philadelphia from
advancing another runner past second
base against him.
Teixeira, in an 8-for-44 (.182) postseason slump, tied the score when he
led off the fourth with a drive into the
Yankees bullpen in right field. Matsui
then put New York ahead with two outs
in the sixth, reaching down for a curveball below his knees and driving it a few
rows into the seats in right.
Burnett got his first win following
three postseason no-decisions for the
Yankees, allowing four hits in seven
innings and retiring his last eight batters. He struck out nine, – including
Ryan Howard three times – and started
his first 11 hitters with strikes, nine of
them looking. Burnett kept his control,

walking two, one of them intentional.
“The fact I was aggressive getting
first-pitch strikes was huge,” Burnett
said.
Mariano Rivera got six outs for his
38th postseason save, his 10th in World
Series play. After the Phillies put two
on with one out in the eighth, Game
1 star Chase Utley grounded into an
inning-ending double play. He fanned
Howard looking starting the ninth – the
Philadelphia slugger’s first four-strikeout game since July 21 – then struck out
Stairs with a runner at second to end it.
Philadelphia, seeking to become
the NL’s first repeat Series champion
since the 1975-76 Reds, lost for just
the fifth time in 22 postseason games.
The Phillies managed three runs in 14
innings off two starters, CC Sabathia
and Burnett.
New York won despite getting nothing from Alex Rodriguez. After carrying THE NEW YORK YANKEES celebrate after winning game two of the World Series Thursday night. The Yankees tied
up the series after losing the first game. Game three will be in Philadelphia Saturday. AP photo
the Yankees in the playoffs against the
Twins and Angels, he is 0 for 8 in his
year-old Burnett, fooling the Yankees
and Melky Cabrera put runners at the
against Martinez (10 for 27) but had
first Series appearance and struck out
with breaking pitches of 70-75 mph.
corners and no outs in the seventh,
not faced him since 2004.
three times for the second straight night. In his first Series start since winning
Martinez came out, pointing at the
Philadelphia broke on top for the
When the Series resumes, Cole
Game 3 for Boston five years ago, he
sky, tapping a fist on his heart and
second straight game. Raul Ibanez
Hamels starts Game 3 for the Phillies
allowed three runs and six hits in sixsmiling at the crowd.
blooped an opposite-field double just
against Andy Pettitte in an all-lefty
plus innings, striking out eight and
Jorge Posada pinch hit for Jose
on the left-field line with two outs
matchup. Both teams will be making the walking two.
Molina and singled up the middle off
in the second. Stairs, who took over
trip through New Jersey by train.
There were a few muted chants of
Chan Ho Park for a 3-1 lead.
at designated hitter when Ibanez
Twenty-eight of the 53 teams that
“Who’s Your Daddy?” but nothing like
Several moves by Yankees manager shifted from DH to left in place of Ben
won Game 2 to tie the Series went on to the booming taunts that serenaded
Joe Girardi paid off.
Francisco, followed with a one-hop
win the title – but just one of the last six, Martinez when he came to New York
Molina made his fourth straight
single off the glove of Rodriguez at
the 2002 Angels.
in his final weeks with Boston in 2004. postseason start as Burnett’s personal
third. A-Rod could have come up with
There was another umpiring contro- That was after he famously said, “I
catcher and picked off Jayson Werth at the smash by Stairs, who had been in a
versy. With two on and one out in the
just tip my hat and call the Yankees
first base after a leadoff single in the
4-for-51 (.078) slide dating to July 1.
seventh, first base ump Brian Gorman
my daddy” following a loss at Fenway
fourth – the Phillies next-to-last baserSince June 25, Stairs’ only RBIs
ruled Howard reached down, caught
Park.
unner off Burnett.
had been on a solo home run against
Johnny Damon’s liner and turned a dou“I knew it was going to be crazy,”
Hairston made his first postseason Pittsburgh on July 11 and a grand slam
ble play. A slow-motion replay appeared Burnett said. “I knew he was going to
start for the Yankees as the replaceat Washington on Sept. 10.
to show the first baseman gloved the
be on his game. I focus on myself, but
ment for Nick Swisher, batting just
Ibanez made a diving catch on
ball on a short hop.
you can’t help but watch his game. It’s
.114 (4 for 35) in the postseason.
Robinson Cano with a runner at first
The always entertaining Martinez,
the funnest I’ve had on the field.”
Hairston, who hadn’t started in right
in the second to prevent a possible RBI
pitching four days past his 38th birthAfter singles by Jerry Hairston Jr.
field since July 21, had good numbers
double.
day, was nearly as effective as the 32-

November 5th 7:00pm-10:00pm
November 6th 9:00am-10:00pm
November 7th 9:00am-8:00pm

THE USU WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL snapped an eight set and three game losing streak Thursday
night by beating the Louisiana Tech Lady Techsters in straight sets. PATRICK ODEN photo

Sweep: Ags win in straight-sets
-continued from page 9
.237 in the set.
had a .250 (16-5-44) percentage.
The second set turned out to be the highest
Utah State finished the night with a .323
scoring set for the Aggies this season when they
(60-17-133) hitting percentage while holding
fought back from 15-20 deficit to win 31-29.
Louisiana Tech to a .206 (40-14-126) hitting perThe close set kept the 650 attending Aggie fans
centage. USU had 18 more digs (64-46) and four
on their feet while USU tied the set at 24, 25,
more service aces (5-1), while the Lady Techsters
26, went ahead at 27 and
had 1.5 more team blocks
“One thing we as a
28, fell into a tie again at 29
(9.0-7.5) and one fewer
and scored two consecutive
service errors (3-2) in the
team are really big
points for the close win.
match.
on is defending the
Durrant had seven kills in
“One thing we as
Spectrum. We realthe set while McArthur had
a team are really big on is
eight. Freshman Josselyn
defending the Spectrum,”
ly needed this win
White had five of her nine
Dubose said. “We feel we’re
to jump start us
match kills in the second set.
a good team and we think
into this last part
White hit a .500 percentage
we’re really good at home,
of the season.”
with nine kills and no errors
we really needed this win
on 18 attempts. USU outhit
– USU head volleyball to jump start us into this
the Techsters .348 (23-7-46)
part of the season, and
coach Grayson Dubose last
to .311 (19-5-45), respeceven though it’s Halloween
tively.
on Saturday and all the
“To be able to come back
students will be getting
in that second game and show as much characready for the HOWL we would really appreciate
ter and heart as we did I was real proud of those getting another great crowd out. We really need
girls,” Dubose said. “They made a real concerted that great home court environment that the
effort to make sure they were just going to grind student’s have developed.
out the win.”
The Aggie spikers return to the Spectrum
The Aggies dominated the third set, only
Saturday night at 7 p.m. against one of the
allowing Louisiana Tech to climb within one
WAC’s best team’s New Mexico State.
point two times after being tied at 3-3. The
– c.h.j@aggiemail.usu.edu
Aggie defense held the Lady Techsters to a .070
hitting percentage (9-6-43) while USU’s offense
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Florida man creates giant rubber-band ball

LAUDERHILL, Fla. (AP) — Look, over there. Under that blue
tarp in a suburban driveway. That thing that’s the size of a Smart
car?
It’s Joel Waul’s rubber-band ball.
Waul has spent the last six years carefully wrapping and
linking and stretching rubber bands of various sizes into the
ball shape. The Guinness Book of World Records declared it the
world’s largest rubber-band ball in 2008.
On Thursday, Waul said goodbye to his creation. A team
from Ripley’s Believe it or Not came to his house with a crane
and hauled the 6-foot, 7-inch tall, 9,032-pound behemoth away
on a large, flatbed truck.
“It’s a little bit sad to see it go, but it’s going to be appreciated by thousands and hopefully millions of people in Ripley’s
museum to see and wonder, ‘What was this guy thinking?’ “
Waul said.

The ball will eventually be displayed in a far-off museum yet to
be determined, so folks can marvel at Waul’s obsession.
Waul got the idea six years ago, when he saw a Ripley’s television special that showed the then-largest rubber-band ball being
dropped into the desert from an airplane.
“I just thought it was the coolest thing I’d ever seen,” said
Waul, a 28-year-old who works nights restocking a Gap clothing
store.
The idea of setting a world record always appealed to Waul;
he recalls that as a 7-year-old in Jamaica he pored over his
father’s Guinness Book of World Records.
Creating a ball was easy. He got a few hair bands together.
Then some larger bands. The ball grew to the size of a boulder,
and his family took notice.
“When it started getting bigger, they knew I was pretty serious,” he said.
The ball eventually got its own Web site. It got too big – and
smelly – to keep in the house, so he rolled it outside.
There have been a few casualties: at 400 pounds, it rolled over
his hand and sprained it. It busted his big toe. Rubber bands
breaking ripped two pairs of cargo pants and broke three pairs
of sunglasses.
Eventually, he wrote to companies that manufacture giant
rubber bands for physical therapy, and they sent him free shipments.
The ball grew and grew. Neighborhood kids climbed on top
of it. Dogs sniffed it.
“That’s his masterpiece,” said his neighbor, 25-year-old Andre
Gregg. “I’m just amazed at how he did it.”
Waul and the ball have several followers on their MySpace
page, but no one’s been mesmerized by the creation more than
Edward Meyer, vice president of exhibits and archives at the
Orlando-based Ripley’s.
“We already have the largest string and barbed wire balls,”
Meyer said. “This is now my holy trinity, I guess.”
Meyer won’t say how much Ripley’s paid for the ball, which,
at 25 feet in circumference, he estimates to be twice as large as
the previous record holder.

Have a question
or comment? Go
to aggietownsquare.com and
let us know what
you think.

JOEL WAUL, 28, STANDS on top of his rubber-band ball on
the driveway of his home in Lauderhill, Fla., Friday, Oct. 23. AP photo
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Please Note:
Please
Note
Something missing? No e-mail or phone
number? Check complete listings at
www.a-bay-usu.ecom
Announcements
Announcements
Warren Miller’s Ski and Snowboarding
Film “Dynasty” Free Mid-week Lift
ticket to the Canyon’s ($81 value, good
all season)and subscription to Skiing
Magazine for all paid attendees. Kent
Concert Hall 8pm Nov. 12,13. Advance
ticket $15 at Al’s or the Fine Arts/CSA
Ticket Office (435-797-8022), Door $18.
Christian Bible Study
Sunday, 7 p.m., Food Science Building
Room 202, www.hotm.tv
Emmanuel Baptist Church in Hyrum, worth
the drive! www.ebchyrum.com
Apartments for Rent
Apartments
Female Contract for Sale
Female contract for sale for spring semester 2010. House located at bottom of old
main hill. free parking and gas included.

GET LOST!
(Bring a date, but no nibbling on the ears)

now haunted on weekends
•
•
•
•

People like Waul “don’t do it for money,” Meyer said. “They
don’t really get rich. They decide they want to do something, and
they get possessed. It’s very much Andy Warhol, 15 minutes of
fame. It is the desire to be the best at something.”
Now that Waul has set the rubber bands record, he’s focused
on the next challenge.
“Human torch,” he says, grinning.

The largest corn maze in cache valley
The best deal around
unique maze design
located next to eccles ice arena
Mon-Thurs 5-11, Fri 5-12, Sat 2-12
Adults $6 Children $4

$1 off every Monday!

Group Discounts Available

www.greencanyonfarms.com
435-770-7547
2850 N 100 E

Next to Eccles Ice Arena off Main Street
Turn by Nate’s & Andy’s

internet and utilities extra. shared bedroom with great roommates. Call with
any questions
Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female I am selling
my contract for a single Aggie Village
Large Bedroom apartment. Will have a
roomate but you will have your own private room. Total payment of $1633 is the
total housing fee you pay to the University which includes all utilities, internet,
cable, and most amenities. There is a
laundry-mat on site with hook-ups available in apartment. It is a nice apartment,
on campus (only a 10 minute walk), and
near both Aggie Shuttle and CVTS bus
stops. The building, as well as those
surrounding it, are made up of mostly
first or second year graduate students
and juniors/seniors in undergrad. Email
Kerry if you are interested in buying the
Spring contract or in seeing the apartment or with any questions! For a video
tour you can go to housing.usu.edu and
click on housing options then Aggie Village.
Nice Apartment. Cheap rent!
1 bedroom apartment. Very close to campus, located on the island. Rent is $350/
month, with a $25 discount incentive if
paid by end of month. Apartment has
been well kept and landlords are great!
May move in the end of October. Call
Josh for more details and time to see
the apartment 435-764-8086
Female Spring 2010 Contract - Pineview
Apartments Shared contract at Pineview
apartments! Monthly rent $265. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. Adjacent to Logan City
and Utah State University shuttle bus
stops. Coin-operated laundry facilities equipped with commercial Maytag
washers and dryers. Indoor bicycle storage. 5 Easy going roommates. Everything is furnished. Need to sell ASAP!
I’m moving to SLC!
Spring Male Rent Contract For Sale
$215.00 Hillside Apartments LOCATED A
HALF A BLOCK AWAY from USU campus. The $200.00 Deposit already paid.
Only $215.00 per month rent to manager. DECEMBER 2009 and APRIL 2010
RENT WILL ALL READY BE COVERED.
I am asking $215.00 for the selling
price of the contract, because the contract required that I had to pay the first
(September 2009) and last month (April
2010) rent. Contract ends at the end of
April 2010. 3 great roommates, and easy
going apartment manager. The apartment has 2 bedrooms, a kitchen area,
family room, and A/C cooling. Rent payment to manager INCLUDES gas (heat),
furnishings (2 couches, kitchen table/
chairs, 2 beds and 2 dressers in each
room.) Washers/Dryers are located in
the basement of apartment complex.
Contact Hayden at: 801-471-1977

2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

not valid with any other offer
expires Ocotber 31st

Aggie Village Large Private Bedroom
Spring Contract: Female Selling my spring
contract for a Large Private Bedroom in
the single student housing of Aggie Village. Total housing fee for the semester
(move in anytime in Dec and move out
end of finals week in May) is $1633
which is roughly $400 a month. This
fee includes all utilities. Apartment is located on bus stops for Aggie Shuttle and
CVTD, is a 10 minute walk from campus.
Apartment is fully furnished, with a storage room on back patio, is a nice place
to live if you are a USU student looking
for a convenient living situation. Please
email me with questions or if interested
in seeing the apartment. Also, check out
housing.usu.edu to see a virtual tour of
apartment.
FEMALE APARTEMENT FOR SALE
Brentwood Apartments!Shared room both
contracts for sale. washer and dryer in
apartment, nice roommates bathroom
in each room, close to campus, fun atmosphere.
LLC Private Room for Sale
LLC Double Private Room, your choice of
meal plan, great location right next to
the Institute and on campus. Need to
sell ASAP, $2300 for spring semester.
Oakridge Apartment/ Female/Spring 09
Transferring schools would like to sell my
contract for spring semester. New and
clean apartment. Largest bedroom to
yourself. All utilities included. Internet
and cable included. Close to campus.
Free Aggie Bus picks you up right up
front and takes you to campus. Free
washer and dryer facilities. Game room,
hot tub, and outdoor pool. $335/mo. or
$1490/semester Please email me for
information at ashley.j.hirz@aggiemail.
usu.edu
Men’s Spring Contract for Sale $1200
Private Room/Bathroom Woodrose Apt #4
(780 N 700 E) men’s spring contract for
sale. I am getting married. Great location, 5 min walk to TSC. 5 minute walk
to the Spectrum. Private Bedroom and
Bathroom. Price includes $200 deposit.
Available Dec. 14, ‘09 (possibly even
sooner). Great view of Cache Valley a
plus. Contact info: wes.williams@aggiemail.usu.edu 208-201-3537
Reduced Rate Spring Female Contract for
Sale! Glennwood Apartments female
shared contract for sale. Great roommates, close to campus (649 E. 800 N.),
washer and dryer IN apartment, bathroom in every bedroom, fast internet,
$1000 for whole semester.
Auto/Equipment
Autos
&Rental
s
Alpine 6 CD changer for Automobiles For
sale Alpine 6 CD changer for autos. The
dust cover has cracked, but otherwise
works great. $10.

9 PG-13

Daily 4:20
Sat 12:00, 2:00

$1 OFF with this coupon

2 Bedroom Family/Married Student Housing
Need a bigger space? This is
perfect!Beautiful, Roomy, Clean.Two
bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath. Married housing,
or 1 single. Clean & unfurnished. Washer/dryer hookup. Central Air. Working
dishwasher, fridge, and stove. Quiet
neighborhood. Excellent landlord. NO
SMOKING, NO DRINKING, NO PETS.
Only $490.00 a month. 801-884-3436

G-Force PG

500 Days of
Summer PG-13
Daily 6:45 9:35
No 9:35 on Sunday

Daily 4:45
Sat 12:15, 2:45

G.I Joe: Rise of Cobra
PG-13

Harry Potter and
the Half Blood
Prince PG

Surrogates PG-13

Daily 3:45, 6:35
Sat 12:45

Whip It PG-13

Daily 9:45
No 9:45 on Sunday

Daily 9:20
No 9:20 on Sunday
Daily 7:15, 9:30
No 9:30 on Sunday

Up PG
Daily 4:30, 7:00
Sat 12:30, 2:30

Autos for Sale
2008 Honda Accord 17500 or best offer.
435-760-7352 We have owned this great
car for one year. We are the only owners
and the car has 9300 miles on it. It gets
30/35 mpg and has ABS and traction
system, and is great in the winter snow.
The Accord is silver exterior, light gray
interior, and has been well taken care of
with regular routine maintenance. Call
us at 435-760-3990 to schedule a testdrive or to make an offer--are willing to
negotiate!
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and more
FREE classified ads!.

Reallity check

Brevity

Loose Parts • Blazek

F-Minus • Carillo

Scootah Steve • Steve Weller

steve-weller@hotmail.com

Dilbert • Adams

It’s All About You • Murphy

&REE #LASSIFIED ADS FOR
535 3TUDENTS #HECK OUT
WHATS THERE AT WWW
AGGIETOWNSQUARE 0LACE
YOUR OWN AD   )TS
EASY "E A PART OF THE
!GGIE4OWN3QUARE
COMMUNITY
1997 Cadilac Seville STS Engine: V8 4.6L
Northstar, Automatic Trans, 12 Disc CD
Changer, Moon Roof, Heated Leather,
Dual Power Seats, Boss Premium
Sound, Runs great! KBB Private Party
Value $4,775 Ask for Only $ 3,200 OBO
need money for tuition.
Computers & Electronics
Elecctronics
new head phones for sale
ear pollution nerve pipes orange asking
$30 they are brand new never been
used still in the package
New Logitech Webcam
I’m selling a Logitech webcam with headset earphones. Very sleek and compact,
comes in carrying pouch. $10. 435-7703226
iPod Classic 5th gen 30GB white $100
o.b.o. Selling my 30GB 5th gen iPod
classic for $100 o.b.o. The screen is
a bit scuffed up, but isn’t very noticeable when the screen is on. Has all of
Led Zeppelin’s albums, all of the Black
Mages’ albums, lots of classical music,
lots of j-pop/j-rock, and various Final
Fantasy music. Works just as good as
when I bought it. Email me or call me at
503-867-9781 if you are interested.
DELL Inspiron 600m Laptop w/ cool software Pentium M 1.6 GHz Intel Centrino 1
GB DDR Memory 80 GB 7200 rpm Fast

hard disk, premier monitor
(1280*1024 Good for visual design) DVD
+/- Burner MS Windows XP professional
(Can upgrade to Windows 7) MS Office
2007 professional Adobe CS 3 Adobe
acrobat professional Windows live Onecare Adobe photoshop Indesign Illustrator

out! $380 (willing to negotiate price).
New Sterling Silver Shakespeare Bracelet
Brand new sterling silver cuff bracelet,
inscribed with the words “to thine own
self be true” from Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Very attractive and high quality,
would make a great gift! Retails online
for $60. I’m asking $15. 770-3226

Furniture
Furniture

$2000 Wedding Ring OBO
This ring was purchased at Sierra-West
Jewelers. The cut is excellent and the
carat is .41, princess cut, colorless to
near colorless, has fantastic clarity. It
has a 14KT White Gold with 6 princess
cut diamonds set into the band. Size
7-7.5. Included is the Personal Jewelry
Insurance Application. This ring is truly
beautiful.

Apartment Size Washer
Apartment size Kenmore washer. Fits in
the washer closets in Aggievillage. Has
hook-up hoses for attachment to kitchen sink and wheels for easy movement.
$40, will deliver in Logan area if you
help me get it out of my apartment.
Health & Nutrition
Health
& Nutrition
Exercise bike--Schwinn Airdyne $195 or
best offer Used exercise bike in excellent condition. New Amazon.com price
is $625. Used E-bay prices range between $250-$400. Call (435) 890-2930
to make an offer.

Miscellaneous
Misc.
for sale

Jewelry
Jewelry
Men’s Wedding Band - Brand New!
Great looking men’s wedding band. White
gold with titanium strip in the center.
From Needham’s, but they don’t make
this ring anymore so I can’t return it.
Size 9 1/2. Very classy, come check it

Norpro cast iron fondue set. It is still in the
box, has been opened but never used.
They retail for $30-$40. First $15 takes
it home.
Musical Instruments
Yamaha 5-piece Drumset --$650/obo
Near mint condition, looks and sounds incredible! Black, 6-ply mahogany drum
shells featuring Yamaha Air Seal System. 22-inch bass drum, 12 and 13-inch
mounted rack toms, 16-inch floor tom

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)

• LAW ABIDING CITIZEN*
•

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)
1:20, 4:05, 6:30, 9:05

• VAMPIRE’S ASSISTANT*

(PG-13) 12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40

• MICHAEL JACKSON’S
THIS IS IT* (PG)
1:30, 4:00, 6:45, 9:00

• INVENTION OF LYING*(PG-13)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

• MICHAEL JACKSON’S
THIS IS IT* (PG)

12:30, 2;45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30•

WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*
(PG) 12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10

• COUPLES RETREAT* (PG-13)
1:15, 4:00, 6:45, 9:15

• PARANORMAL ACTIVITY* (R)

12:35, 2:25, 4:15, 6:05, 7:55, 9:45

A CHRISTMAS CAROL & NEW MOON
TICKETS AVAILABLE ONLINE AT
WWW.MOVIESWEST.COM

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
• ASTRO BOY (PG)
1:00, 3:10 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
4:05,
6:55
Fri/Sat 9:05
• WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE*
(PG) 12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20 • CAPITALISM: A LOVE STORY
• ASTRO BOY* (PG)
(R) 4:00, 6:30 Fri/Sat 9:00
1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15
• ZOMBIELAND* (R)
• SAW VI* (R)
4:15, 6:55, Fri/Sat 9:25
1:05, 3:15, 5:25, 7:35, 9:45
• CLOUDY WITH A CHANCE OF
MEATBALLS (PG)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS FRIDAY & SATURDAY
4:10, 7:10 Fri/Sat 9:20
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
• SAW VI* (R)
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
4:25, 7:10, Fri/Sat 9:25

• STEPFATHER* (PG-13)

!NSWERS FOUND ON PAGE  OF THIS ISSUE
'OOD ,UCK

(R) 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

NIGHTMARE BEFORE CHRISTMAS*
(PG) in 3D 12:30, 2:10, 3:50, 5:30,
7:10 8:50

and matching 14-inch wood snare drum.
Many extras including hi-hat, cymbal,
and snare drum stands, belt-drive
Yamaha bass drum pedal, Tama drum
throne, and Zildjian cymbals. (14-inch
hi-hats and an 18-inch crash/ride) Rare
to find a drum set this nice and in this
condition for this price! Need space so
it must go soon. Located in Providence,
contact Michael at (435)890-9449
Personal Care
Announcements
Beauty
Mary Kay
Buy 2 products get the third 50% off of
equal or lower value please. Call or text
to receive a free catalog.

Sporting Goods
Sporting
goods

men’s North Face Denali Fleece Jacket.
$25 I am selling a Men’s The North Face
Denali fleece jacket, size medium. This
fleece is older, but in good condition
and extremely warm. It is green, has the
thick pile fleece, and windguard material
on the shoulders and front. $25 takes it.

Exercise bike--Schwinn Airdyne $195 or
best offer Used exercise bike in excellent condition. New Amazon.com price
is $625. Used E-bay prices range between $250-$400. Call (435) 890-2930
to make an offer.
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StatesmanBack Burner

Friday

Oct. 30
Today is Friday, Oct.
30, 2009. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Emily Kranedonk, junior
in FCHD, from Salt Lake
City, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1938, Orson Welles
caused a nationwide
panic with his broadcast of “War of the
Worlds” – a realistic
radio dramatization
of a martian invasion
of Earth. The Federal
Communications
Commission investigated the program but
found no law was broken. Networks agreed
to be more cautious in
future programming.

Weather
Halloween Weather
High: 52° Low: 31°
Mostly Scary

Friday, Oct. 30, 2009

-Logan city mayoral debate, TSC
International Lounge, 12:30 p.m.
-Women’s soccer vs. Louisiana Tech,
3 p.m.
-Men’s basketball vs. Northwest
Nazarene, Spectrum, 7 p.m.
-Science Unwrapped, Performance
Hall, 7 p.m.
-Hockey vs. Weber State, Eccles Ice
Center, 7 p.m.
-Sweeney Todd, Chase Fine Arts
Center, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday

Oct. 31
-Cross Country at WAC championships, 11 a.m.
-Football at Fresno State, 3 p.m.
-Volleyball vs. New Mexico State,
Spectrum, 7 p.m.
-Sweeney Todd, Chase Fine Arts
Center, 7:30 p.m.
-Howl, TSC, 8 p.m.

Monday

Nov. 2
-Business Week.
-Big Blue Coach’s Luncheon, noon.
-True Aggie Night, Quad, 11:30 p.m.

Student deadlines You need to know....

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Registrar’s Office deadlines:
Nov. 2-6 is priority registration
for spring semester 2010. On
Nov. 7, open registration begins
for spring semester 2010.

You are invited to participate
in the USU Wellness Expo being
held Nov. 3 from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
in the TSC on the second floor.
This provides an opportunity for
people around the valley to share
ideas, services and other wellThe council on undergraduate
ness-related info that can improve
research is calling for students
our quality of life. For more info
to submit an abstract of their
please contact caroline.shugart@
research; each abstract should
usu.edu or call her at 797-0735.
explain the work that was
Study Abroad summer 2010
performed and discuss the
in Chile. A representative from
importance of the work to soci- USU’s partner university PUCety. Submit online at www.cur. Valparaiso will present an infororg. by Nov. 1. For assistance,
mation session about the first-year
contact the USU Undergraduate Spanish language program in
Research Office.
Chile for summer 2010. The information session will be Nov. 2 at 2
p.m. in TSC 335. All are invited.
Religion in Life will be held
Please contact the Office of Study
Oct. 30 at 11:30 a.m. in the
Abroad for more info: studyLDS Institute cultural hall. Our abroad@usu.edu or 797-0601.
speaker will be Parry Winder
Howl ticket hours: TSC ticket
who has been an F-16 pilot and office will be open Oct. 31 from 8
an Air Force instructor. Other
a.m. to 4 p.m. selling Howl tickets.
upcoming events include a vol- The Spectrum ticket office will
leyball tournament on Oct. 30 at be open Oct. 30 from 10 a.m. to 9
7:30 p.m. LDSSA 5-K is on Oct. p.m. and Oct. 31 from 6-11 p.m.
31 with an 8:30 a.m. check-in.
The senior gift is a centuryold tradition that helps seniors
gather together and leave their legThe 2009 Aggie Passport
acy at USU. Students are asked to
Experience is coming to a close. donate $20.09 toward the campus
Please submit your passport
maps. Donate online at www.usu.
with 6, 8 or 10 stamps to TSC
edu/seniorgift, click on make a
314 no later than Nov. 23. For
gift online or visit Old Main Room
more information call 797-1132. 106.
Stokes Nature Center will
host its 12th annual Dinner and
Opportunity Quest is a busiAuction Fundraiser at 6 p.m.
ness plan competition for all
on Nov. 7 at the Copper Mill
students. It is a chance to imple- Restaurant. Celebrate ‘60s culture
ment your amazing business
and color with this year’s theme:
idea and present it to a panel
Flower Power. The event includes
of judges. If you win, you could dinner, music, entertainment,
walk away with $3,000 to start
live and silent auctions and more.
your own business and a chance Tickets are $40 per person and
at $40,000 more. Come to the
can be purchased at Fuhriman’s
orientation Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m.
Framing and Fine Art, College of
in BUS 211.
Natural Resources dean’s office or
by calling SNC at 755-3239. For
more info visit www.logannature.
org.

Undergraduate

Religion in life

Moderately Confused • Stahler

Aggie Passport

Business contest

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

I’m Sorry, but ... Yellow Pages?
What’s That?

Finally, a Business Directory
that treats you like you live
the 21st Century.

BigBlue-Biz.com
USU’s Favorite Marketplace.

